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Abstract
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) are well established techniques. Both require samples to be placed inside
spatially-homogeneous static magnetic and radio frequency magnetic fields. This
research focuses on applying the principles of NMR spectroscopy and imaging to
design a system that can produce images of the NMR signal from a sample placed
vn
adjacent to it. The long term goal is to image at distances ofmeters from the device.
The specific application of interest is locating buried utilities in fully-hydrated soils by
identifying non-signal bearing features in an NMR signal rich background. This thesis
asserts that a minimum of three questions need to be answered to determine if near
surface MRI is feasible. 1.) Can the Earth's magnetic field (BEarth) be used as the
applied static magnetic field? 2.) Is the NMR signal from the water found in fully-
hydrated soils sufficient for imaging? 3.) Can a near-surface imaging technique be
developed? This thesis research attempts to answer each of these questions in three
stand alone investigations: 1.) In situ measurements of BEarth, 2.) laboratory-based
relaxation studies of synthetic sands, and 3.) the development of a proof-of-concept
near-surface magnetic resonance imaging device. It is the assertion of this thesis that
the results of these three studies are needed to begin to properly understand the signal
space that a viable surface instrument would have to operate within for practical use.
The BEarth results showed that better selection performance would be achieved using a
larger B0 field. The synthetic sands study gave results suggest that relaxation behavior
of water was highly deterministic based on particle diameter. The imaging
performance of the unilateral MRI device was measured and the results demonstrate
that imaging at depths on the order of one centimeter is possible. Overall, the results
from these three studies have advanced the understanding of near-surface
inhomogeneous magnetic resonance, while giving strong indications that near-field
MRI in fully-hydrated soil is promising.
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Introduction
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) are well established spectroscopic and imaging techniques. Both require
samples to be placed inside spatially-homogeneous static magnetic and oscillating radio
frequency magnetic fields. This research focuses on applying the principles of NMR
spectroscopy and imaging to design a system that can produce images of the NMR signal
from a sample placed adjacent to it. The long term goal is to image at distances ofmeters
from the device. The specific application of interest is locating buried utilities in moist
soils by identifying non-signal bearing features in an NMR signal-rich background. This
thesis asserts that three questions need to be answered before one will know if near-
surface MRI is feasible. 1.) Can the Earth's magnetic field (BEarth) be used as the applied
static magnetic field? 2.) Is the NMR signal from the water found in moist soils
sufficient for imaging? 3.) Can a near surface imaging technique be developed? This
research attempts to answer each of these questions in three stand alone investigations:
field measurements of BEarth, laboratory-based relaxation studies of synthetic sands, and
the development of a proof-of-concept (PC) near-surface magnetic resonance imaging
device. All three studies are needed to properly understand the signal space that a viable
surface instrument would have to operate within for practical use.
1.1 Motivation
Every year, millions of dollars are lost in utility strikes (Sterling, 2000). Damage
caused by accidentally hitting a buried utility such as natural gas, water, electric, and
telecommunications can be catastrophic to property and businesses, and occasionally
leads to fatalities. In many cases, work sites were not properly surveyed for utilities
before the start of a construction project. Often, when such accidents occur, the site was
deemed un-suitable for an imaging survey or inaccurate blueprints of service locations
were used. Typically, ground penetrating radar (GPR) is used to locate underground
utilities. Unfortunately this technique does not work well in moist soils with a high
electrical conductivity as shown in Figure 1.1 (Conyers, 2002). However, magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) works well imaging the human body where high water content,
and rich electrolyte concentration (Kimber, 1967) are typical conditions for imaging. As
a natural consequence of these performance factors, it is hypothesized that an MRI-based
technique may be a viable modality to image subsurface utilities in situations where soil
standing wall
built into clay
clay layer? \ FILE4.DZT
stone wall fall?
salt-water saturated sand zone
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Figure 1.1 GPR profile data obtained from an archaeological site in the Tel Dor - Neve-
Yam coastal region of Israel. There are a number of interesting subsurface features found at
this historical site as well as a good example of signal attenuation artifacts when radar
encounters sand that is wetted with sea water. Used with permission (L. B. Conyers 2005).
conditions would compromise using a typical GPR technique. The overall intent of this
thesis is to determine the feasibility of using magnetic resonance imaging to image the
location ofburied utilities in water saturated soils.
MRI is based on the absorption of a stimulus and emission of a signal from the
nucleus of atoms with spin when said nucleus is placed in a magnetic field. The stimulus
is typically a radio frequency (RF) time-dependent electromagnetic field that is given the
symbol B\. The static magnetic field is referred to as B0. When B0 is nearly
homogeneous, temporally varying field gradients (G,) in this static field are applied so
that Fourier transform reconstruction methods (Ernst, 1975) can be used for image
rendering. The subscript i in the magnetic filed gradient (G;), designates the direction of
the gradient in B0. The contrast of the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) signal is a
function of several properties of the imaged material. These properties include the spin-
lattice relaxation rate (Ri), the spin-spin relaxation rate (R2), the density of signal bearing
spins (p) in the imaged material, and the relative magnetic susceptibility (u/p0) variations
in the material. Within the magnetic resonance (MR) signal equation, there are additional
parameters that are associated with the MR properties of the soil that affect the signal
acquisition efficiency. These time-gating parameters are the repetition time (TR), the
echo time (TE), and the digitization rate (RD) of the signal. The R] value influences the
value of TR, and the TR value determines the total imaging time. The R2 value influences
the choice of TE. The value of u/p0 influences RD. The p, TE, B0, and RD values
determine the design and ultimately the cost of developing a suitable near-surface MRI
instrument. One method for decreasing the cost of an MRI instrument is to leverage the
Earth's magnetic field (BEarth) for B0. Therefore, knowledge ofMR quantities pertaining
to moist soils and a thorough understanding of how the Earth's magnetic field behaves at
shallow depths within the ground would be a necessary start for determining the viability
ofMRI for underground utility detection.
1.2 Thesis Overview
This thesis is partitioned into three investigations that together will determine the
feasibility of using a MRI-based methodology to image buried utilities. An overall
system diagram or imaging chain given in Figure 1.2 shows pictorially how various
components making up a near-surface MR imaging device are related. The first two
investigations pertain to acquisition of ground truth data necessary for prudent design
decisions when developing such a device. These ground-truth data include: acquiring
data that relate MR signal properties ofmoist soils to characteristics of these soils; and
acquiring an understanding how the homogeneity of the Earth's magnetic field behaves
both above and beneath the surface. Lastly, this thesis outlines an investigation of
various components to be used in a unilateral MRI design, suitable for near surface
imaging. The scope of research outlined in this thesis includes the development of a
laboratory-scale device. This proof-of-concept (PC) device was found to be useful for
probing performance capabilities. Understanding the performance capabilities of this
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Figure 1.2 Imaging chain diagram for a near-surface magnetic resonance device. To aid
in understanding and linking appropriate chapters of this thesis, three functional partitions
have been added to the overall imaging chain. The 'H signal study (see Chap. 3) provides
critical data used to fill in material characterization areas comprising the first partition. The
hardware design study of a laboratory scale device (see Chap 4.) and the BEarth study (see
Chap. 2) are both incorporated in the second partition. All remaining systems issues
concerning relaxation timing (see Chap. 3), pulse programming (System Control), and image
rendering processes (see Chap. 4) are included in the remaining partition.
laboratory-scale PC device proved to be a necessary step in the refinement of technologies
required to build a viable MRI near-surface device for detection of buried utilities. In
summary, results from these three studies have advanced the understanding of near
surface inhomogeneous magnetic resonance while also giving a strong indication that
near-field MRI inmoist soil conditions is promising.
1.3 Chapter Descriptions
This thesis is made up of a sequence of three stand-alone but related papers where
each is formulated to answer a specific question which is part of the overall research goal.
Since these chapters have been or are to be submitted for publication, there may be
repetition of some basic common ideas and notation. This repetition is done to preserve
the content of the original papers.
Chapter 2 focuses on a down-well evaluation of the Earth's static magnetic field at a
rural site. Nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) and 3-axis magneto-resistive magnetometers
were used to record the magnitude and the orientation of this field to better understand
the characteristics of this static field. The purpose of the study was to see if the readily
available field, Bearth, could provide the static field needed for subsurface imaging. The
measurement results indicated that better signal-to-noise performance would be gained by
supplying an external source for creating a higher field B0 (Hornak, 2001b).
Chapter 3 describes a laboratory investigation that studied MR properties of moist
soils. Specifically, spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation rates (Ri, R2) were measured using
inversion recovery and Carr Purell Meiboom Gill (Carr 1970) pulse sequences. Initially
this investigation was confined to nearly mono-dispersed synthetic sands that spanned the
range of 1 |am to 2 mm in particle diameter. Relaxation characteristics were measured at
various field strengths using a 300 MHz Briiker spectrometer and a Stelar FFC-2000
field-cycling spectrometer. The results of these rate studies suggest that predictions ofRi
and R2 in simple mono-dispersed homogeneous systems can be made based on particle
diameter (Bray, 2006). Moreover, relaxation rate studies employing naturally occurring
poly dispersed sands are currently underway.
In chapter 4, a proof-of-concept device (PC) is introduced. Results from the first two
studies provided the requirements necessary to design, construct, and test a laboratory-
scale imaging spectrometer using inhomogeneous fields (Bray, 2004b and 2005). Use of
NMR spectroscopy techniques led to ground-truth results that gave specific understanding
of the signal space (Ri, R2, and field strength) appropriate for near-surface imaging within
moist sandy soils. Specifically, this insight was brought to bear upon the development of
pulse sequences used to acquire a projection signal with our PC imaging spectrometer.
This chapter will also describe characterization of the laboratory scale device as well as
the post processing steps taken to reconstruct a tomographic image. This chapter finishes
with some discussion on image rendering and filtered backprojection.
Lastly, Chapter 5 provides a summary of the conclusions and future work for the
entire thesis. Several appendices contain necessary background information on the spin
physics, relaxometry, and Briiker-based procedures used obtain the relaxation results
shown in Chapter 3. The appendix also contains a glossary that should be useful to a
wide variety of readers.
Chapter
Near-SurfaceMRI Investigations UsingBEarth
Portions of this chapter have been extractedfrom a manuscriptprepared and
submittedforpublication to the Journal ofNear Surface Geophysics, June 2006.
MRI has been proposed as an in situ, near-surface imaging technique for locating
objects buried to a depth of a few meters in fully-hydrated soils. The viability of this
proposed technique will depend on the choice of the applied magnetic field, which could
be the Earth's magnetic field or some conveniently applied higher value. This study
addresses the practicality of using these magnetic fields to perform this imaging by
addressing the tradeoffs the choice of field will place on the major aspects of the MRI
procedure. Measurements of the magnitude and direction of the Earth's magnetic field
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were made as a function of depth, down to seven meters at a test site. These values were
used to simulate magnetic resonance imaging signal effects arising from the water in the
hydrated soil. The statistical values obtained from the measured data were used to
analyze hypothetical signal quality using signal-to-noise (SNR) and contrast-to-noise
(CNR) metrics. Specificity performance of a hypothetical system was modeled in a one-
dimensional spatial context using field data statistics. The results show that the greatest
limitation is spatial susceptibility variations found in near-surface soils which affect both
the static magnetic field and the magnetic field gradients applied by the system.
2.1 Introduction
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a well established imaging modality used
extensively for medical diagnoses (Hornak, 2005). It is based on imaging the nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) signal from atoms with a nuclear spin, such as hydrogen.
MRI was recently proposed as an in situ, near-surface imaging technique for locating
objects buried to a depth of a few meters in fully hydrated soils (Bray, 2004). This
proposed technique is a negative imaging technique. Buried objects possessing no NMR
signal will appear in an image as voids in an NMR signal-rich background created by the
water in the pores between the particles of soil. This near-surface magnetic resonance
imaging (NSMRI) concept is very different than the existing magnetic resonance based
geophysical techniques.
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Magnetic resonance sounding (MRS) and surface NMR (SNMR) (Legchenko,
2002a, b) use either the Earth's magnetic field or an applied field and excite the nuclear
spins in an aquifer with radio frequency (RF) energy using loop(s) of wire (Hertrich,
2005) placed on the surface of the Earth. (Schirov, 1991; Braun, 2005) Such an
arrangement can obtain vertical resolution on the order of a meter, down to a depth of
100 meters. One-dimensional images are obtained by inverting the signal taken as a
function of radio frequency (RF) power (Weichman, 2000, 2002).
NMR borehole logging techniques (Dunn, 2002; Kleinberg, 2001) send an NMR
probe and magnet down a borehole to measure the porosity and hydrocarbon content of
the surrounding rock. The probe and magnet are designed to measure the NMR signal
from a location adjacent to the well, which assumes that rock further away from the well
will have similar properties. The NMR mouse uses a similar approach and its
information is restricted to several millimeters from the probe (Eidmann, 1996).
A near-surface MRI technique can use magnetic field gradients to spatially encode
the signals from the spins, as is done in clinical MRI. This near-surface MRI technique
would produce two-dimensional tomographic or three-dimensional volume images
extending to a depth of a few meters and with centimeter resolution. MRS and SNMR
are only similar to the proposed near-surface MRI technique in that they are both based
on the principles of NMR and require that all sensors be placed on the surface of the
Earth. MRS and SNMR use the Earth's magnetic field, whereas near-surface MRI might
use the Earth's magnetic field or some higher, conveniently applied field. MRI using the
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Earth's magnetic field has been performed, but only in a laboratory context and where the
magnetic field gradient coils can surround the imaged object (Mehier, 1985) and with
environmental optimization, shielding, and magnetization polarization. (Stepisnik , 1990;
Favre, 1990)
The viability of the proposed technique will depend on a number of factors,
including the available signal and the feasibility ofperforming imaging in the field. In a
recent study of synthetic sands (see Chapter 3), it has been reported that the intrinsic spin
relaxation times of the water between sand-size particles should be sufficient for a
detectable signal (Bray, 2006). The NMR signal will also depend on the choice of a
magnetic field with which to perform the imaging. The magnetic field could vary from
the local value of the Earth's magnetic field to some higher, conveniently applied level.
This study addresses the practicality of using the Earth's magnetic field and applied
magnetic fields to perform this imaging by addressing the tradeoffs the choice of field
will place on the imaging performance of a proposedMRI device.
In this study, magnetic resonance signal values were calculated using achievable
imaging parameters, actual near-surface variations, and the magnitude of the Earth's
magnetic field as measured at a local test site. These hypothetical signal values, coupled
with imaging metrics and appropriate discrimination criterion, will be used to
demonstrate the feasibility of using the Earth's magnetic field for near-surface MRI.
Furthermore, a two-dimensional spatial model of specificity performance for a
hypothetical system was constructed using ground susceptibility data collected at the test
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site. The analysis of this model showed that uncertainties in the slice location were
significant even at elevated static field strengths. The Background section of this chapter
reviews the MRI technique, where much of the MRI symbolism used has been adopted
from prior works by Hornak (2005) and Haacke (1999).
2.2 Background
The feasibility of near-surface MRI and its utility for locating buried objects will
depend on a number of factors including the spatial resolution, dynamic range, spatial
distortion, contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR), signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and specificity of
the imaging system. Spatial resolution is a measure of the system's ability to distinguish
two closely-spaced points as separate entities. The modulation transfer function or the
point spread function of the imaging system determines the spatial resolution (Goodman,
1968). Bit precision represents the accuracy to which signal intensity is digitized and is
typically reported as the number ofbits in the digitizer (i.e., 12 bits represents a precision
of one part in 4096). Dynamic range is the signal range in decibels (dB) that the system
can record. Often the dynamic range is given as the signal intensity bin-size multiplied
by two raised to the power of the bit precision. A classification can be based on a
number of image properties such as position, intensity, shape, texture, and size. Spatial
distortion is the derivative with respect to distance of the difference between the
predicted and actual location of objects in the image. The contrast between two objects
in an image is the observable difference in the signal intensity of the two objects.
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Because contrast can always be changed by varying the width and level of the display,
the contrast-to-noise ratio is a better metric to use in defining an imaging system's ability
to discriminate between two objects. The signal-to-noise ratio is a measure of the
imaging system's signal quality. Specificity is the ability to locate and classify an object
within the system's field ofview (FOV) based on its imaged properties. This chapter will
focus on the effects of CNR, SNR, and specificity performance using statistical data
obtained from wells located at a rural test site.
The criterion used in this chapter to determine the detection limit for some of the
image metrics cited earlier is based on d', a pure index of stimulus detectability
(Gescheider, 1997), and the Rose limit (k) for SNR. The origins of
d'
and k are rooted in
signal-detection theory that was developed in the early 1940s. As an introduction to
signal-detection theory, consider two recorded stimuli, a background source (TV), and a
signal-plus-background (SN) source, assuming additive noise. The signal being modeled
in this hypothetical case is an offset. The two stimuli can be recorded as a function of a
sensory observation where the ordinate is the number of occurrences and the abscissa is
the sensory observation or internal response. If the background stimulus, or noise, can be
modeled as a Gaussian distribution of intensities, then the ordinate can be assigned as the
probability (p) of occurrence. Under the assumption ofGaussian additive N, the signal-
plus-background stimulus can be modeled as a Gaussian distribution. For this discussion,
the background distribution is assumed to be independent of the signal strength. When
the signal strength is large compared to the mean background level, then the separation of
15
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Figure 2.1 Internal-response probability density functions for noise (N) and
signal-plus-noise (SN) trails. The bold vertical lines correspond to the criterion
response. Four conditional probabilities (p) are shown: a hit, /?(yes|SN); a miss,
/?(no|SN); a false alarm, /?(yes|N); and a correct reject, /?(no|N). (Figure
illustrations are used with permission; D. Heeger, 2006).
the two frequency distributions is large and there is little over lap. Conversely, when the
signal is weak, the overlap of the two curves is large. The separation in the peaks of the
two curves, N and SN, can be quantified in background standard deviation units, cN.
Figure 2.1 illustrates a case where the overlap between the N, the distribution curve on
the left, and the SN distribution curve on the right, is relatively large. An arbitrary cutoff
point or criterion, (3, has been added to the figure and will be the basis used for
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determining whether a particular response is background, N, or signal, SN. The criterion
P is defined as the ratio of p(N) to p(SN). When the internal response value is higher
then P, the observation is reported as signal, SN. The probability of an event B occurring
when it is known that some event A has occurred is called a conditional probability and is
defined as p(B\A). When the decision is SN and the signal is present, this case is called a
tf = 1
Hits = 975%
False alarms = 84%
Hits =84%
False alarms - 50%
Hits =50%
False alarms = 16%
Figure 2.2 Nominally separated
(d'
=1), internal-response probability density
functions for noise (N) and signal plus noise (SN). The effect of shifting the criterion
response on a hit, p(yes|SN) and a false alarm, p(yes|N), conditional probabilities is
shown. (Illustration is used with permission; D. Heeger, 2006).
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hit, and the conditional probability is given as p(yes\SN). A false-alarm is where the
same SN decision made incorrectly for the case where N is present without a signal, and
the conditional probability isp(yes\N). When the internal response value is below P, the
observation is reported as no signal, N. A correct-rejection has the conditional
probability of p(no\N), which represents the case when only TV is present and the decision
is no signal. The conditional probability of p(no\SN) is called a miss and represents the
case when the decision is no for signal while the stimulus is actually SN. Figure 2.2
shows two curves separated by one standard deviation where hit and false-alarm
probabilities were calculated for several different decision criteria. Albert Rose (1973)
used a similar relationship for SNR, with his decision criterion set at P equal to one where
the distributions of the background and the signal-plus-background intersect. This rule
establishes the criterion halfway between the N and SN peaks. In his 1973 monograph,
Rose calculated how large a signal, in RMS units (k), must be in order to avoid false
alarms. He determined that /?(false alarm) = 3xl0"7, for k = 5, was a conservative limit
for signal detectability. Due to the choice of the decision criterion (p = 1) in the
development of this limit, Rose inadvertently biased his result. Although the Rose limit
continues to be a useful metric for SNR signal detectability, an alternative metric exists
that does not assume a particular decision criterion. An unbiased discriminability index
id') is defined as
d'=Maf~Mlt, Eqn.2.0
where u^ and \iN are the signal and noise distribution mean values, and o^ is the
standard deviation of the N distribution. The numerator is a measure of the separation
between the N and SN peaks, while the dominator a measure of the noise distribution
d'
1 (lots of overlap) d'n3 {not much overlap)
ROC curves
0.O D.S 1.0
False alarms
Figure 2.3 Internal-response probability density functions (PDFs) and receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves for different signal strengths. The ROC curve becomes more
bowed as signal strength is increased and the overlap (d') between the noise (N) and
signal plus noise (SN) PDFs decreases. In the limit as separation between the distribution
gets very large
(d'
+ oo), the ROC curve will tend to a straight line where the hit rate is
constant at 100%. (Illustrations are used with permission; D. Heeger, 2006).
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spread. At this point, d! and k are equivalent. The difference is in the construction of a
receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curve (Hanley, 1989). The manner in which
hypothetical ROC curves are constructed is shown in Figure 2.2. For d! =1, the criterion
P is varied and the false-alarm rate, p(yes|7V), and the hit rate, p(yes|57V), are calculated.
Figure 2.3 illustrates a series of hypothetical ROC curves relating the hit probability as a
function of false-alarm probability corresponding to d! values ranging from 0 to 4. When
d! equals 0, there is 100% overlap between the iVand SN peaks, and the chances of a hit
or false-alarm are equal, independent of the placement p. As d! is increased, the
separation between the N and SN distribution peaks is increased, and the false-alarm rate
decreases for nominal changes in p. Hypothetical ROC curves shown in Figure 2.3 have
been validated by psychophysical experiments where hit and false-alarm rates were
recorded for each P set by an observer. A detailed description of ROC methodology is
beyond the scope of this thesis. However, the signal detectability limits of k equal to 5
(Rose's Limit) and d! equal to 5 will be used in this study to determine acceptable
performance for SNR and CNR respectively.
NMR is based on the absorption of a specific frequency, v, of electromagnetic
radiation by a nuclear spin when experiencing a static magnetic field B0. B0 and v are
related by Equation 2. 1 , where y is the gyromagnetic ratio for the nucleus.
v = yB0 Eqn. 2.1
The absorption of v by a nucleus causes a transition between magnetically induced spin
states from the nuclear spin magnetic moment aligning with, or opposed to, B0.
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The magnetic field experienced by a nuclear spin will be different than the applied
magnetic field, Bappijed, due to induced magnetic fields, Bjnduced, caused by non-uniform
magnetic characteristics of the sample.
B0 = Bapplied + BindUCed = (1 + %m) Bappiied Eqn. 2.2
The mass magnetic susceptibility, %m, for paramagnetic materials is greater than zero, and
for diamagnetic materials, Xm less than zero. A consequence of Equation 2.2 is that for
these two materials, spatial variations in B0 caused by %m will be the same regardless of
Bappiied- No such similar statement can be made for ferromagnetic materials where the
magnetic susceptibility is not a scalar quantity. The behavior of these materials depends
on the direction of the applied field, as well as the magnetic history and location on the
characteristic hysteresis loop of the material (Telford, 1990).
In the case ofNMR of hydrated porous soils, water is diamagnetic and many soils
are paramagnetic with traces of ferromagnetic material (Magiera, 2006). The B0
experienced by the hydrogen nuclei in water will not only depend on the Xm ofwater, but
that of the surrounding soil particles and more distant paramagnetic and ferromagnetic
objects. Therefore, resonance frequencies encountered at real geophysical sites will be
broad.
To understand key aspects of the acquisition of an NMR signal, it is useful to adopt
a macroscopic picture of the NMR phenomenon. Boltzmann statistics define the ratio of
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the number of spins aligned with (N+) to the number aligned against (N"), the magnetic
field at temperature (T) in degrees Kelvin, as
= e-h^lkT, Eqn.2.3
N+
where k and h are Boltzmann's and Planck's constants, respectively. The net
magnetization, M, from a sample is proportional to the concentration difference between
the two spin states, (N+-N"), and M0 is defined as the net magnetization value at
equilibrium.
Three coordinate systems will be referred to in this chapter: magnetic resonance,
magnetic resonance rotating frame, and geographic. In the conventional magnetic
resonance coordinate system, B0 is applied along +Z, so at equilibrium M0 is also aligned
along +Z. We give these axes the symbols Zm, Xm, and Ym. The magnetic resonance
rotating frame of reference is a coordinate system in which B0 is applied along +Zm, but
the Xm and Ym axes are rotating about +Zm at frequency v. The axes are defined as Zm,
X'm, and Y'm. Going back to a static (non-rotating) state, the geographic coordinate
system has a Z-axis perpendicular to a horizontal plane at the surface of the Earth. This
coordinate system is denoted as Zg, Xg, and Yg.
Photons of frequency v are applied as a standing-wave magnetic field Bi along the
X'm axis using a RF coil resonant at v. The field experienced by the spins, Bi, is related
tO BiApplied by
Bi = (1 + Xm) BiAppiied- Eqn. 2.4
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Bj rotates net magnetization clockwise by an angle 0, about X'm from along positive Zm
towards the Y'm axis. The rotation angle is given by
0 = 27tYBiX, Eqn. 2.5
where x is the duration of the pulse Bi field. When a single Bj pulse is applied, the
amount ofNMR signal is proportional to the amount of transverse magnetization, M-sind.
Therefore, the optimal signal is whenM is rotated by 90 to Y'm. Since M is proportional
to B0 and T through Equation 2.3, the signal from a single pulse can be written as
S = C^ sin6 = C^ sin{27t yBl t), Eqn. 2.6
where C is a proportionality constant. Therefore, spatial variations in Xm, as well as the
choice ofB0, will influence the image qualitymetric SNR.
Magnetic resonance imaging is performed by the application of a repeated set of
one or more pulses of a Bi field at v and a set of three orthogonal gradients in the B0
magnetic field denoted as G,. The specific combination of these depends on the pulse
sequence. It should be noted that the field gradient experienced by the spins is also
dependent on the magnetic susceptibility, given as,
G, = (1 +XJGW Eqn. 2.7
The most commonly used imaging sequence in clinical MRI is the spin echo
sequence (Hornak, 2005). Although there are many other sequences used in MRI, the
spin echo sequence is being used here to demonstrate the influence of spatial
inhomogeneities in the magnetic field on the resultant MR signal. This sequence is
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Figure 2.4 Timing diagram for a spin echo magnetic resonance imaging sequence.
Excitation consists of two RF pulses, a
90 initial pulse, followed by a 180 pulse, each of
width x. A slice selection gradient, Gs, is turned on during the 90 pulse for a period of x.
After the application of the 90, a phase encoding gradient, G,p and a frequency encoding
gradient, Gf are applied for the period of T<p and xP2, respectively. The maximum echo
peak is observed an echo-time TE period after the initial 90 RF pulse. The width of the
signal acquisition window is determined by xf .
illustrated in Figure 2.4 and consists of 90 and 180 RF pulses with various field
gradients imposed on B0. Collectively, these gradients consist of a slice selection, Gs, a
phase encoding, G^, and a frequency encoding gradient, Gf. The basis of a spin echo
sequence is the excitation of spins with a 90 pulse, allowing the spins to lose coherence,
or dephase, for a period of time TE/2, followed by a 180 pulse which refocuses the
dephased spins and creates a signal called an echo at time, TE, after the 90 pulse. In a
macroscopic picture, the
90
pulse rotates M into the transverse (XMYM) plane where the
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individual spin packets begin to dephase. The 180 pulse rotates the collection of
individual magnetization vectors by 180 causing them to refocus and form an echo
signal.
The amount of signal, S, from a repeated spin echo pulse sequence can be written as
S =J YXl~Xmi)BappHed A (\-e-T^)e^^sini27tr{\-zjBXappuJl Eqn. 2.8
where the summation is carried out over i different types of environments in the sample
(Hornak, 1988; Bray, 2006). The quantities Rn and R2j are the spin-lattice and spin-spin
relaxation rates, respectively. The relaxation rates are functions of B0 (Bray, 2006) and
the microscopic mobility of the water molecule which is related to the size and packing
efficiency of sand particles (Chapter 3). The concentration of the spins is given as p,-. The
repetition time, TR, is the time between repetitions of the sequence.
Image contrast has been defined as an observable difference in the signal intensity
of two objects. Interestingly, MR contrast is derived from differences in Ri, R2, and p for
various materials or magnetic environments, /, between two points in the field of view
(Damadian, 1971). Furthermore, MR contrast is also greatly affected by the choice of
timing parameters, TR and TE. Therefore, the choice of B0, and spin echo timing
parameters, as well as intrinsic spatial variations in Xm found at a given field site, will
influence the image quality as quantified with SNR and CNR.
Three key assumptions have been made in the MR signal treatment presented in
this chapter. The first assumption is that Tr TE. The second assumption is that the
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amplitude of the 90 RF pulse in the spin echo sequence is Bi and, correspondingly, that
the amplitude of the 180 pulse is twice that of the 90. The last assumption is that the
duration of 90 and 180 excitation pulses are short compared to the relaxation times
given as Rn
"'
and R2j_1. Therefore, no appreciable relaxation occurs during these pulse
width periods.
To image with this sequence, the first RF pulse is applied with a one-dimensional
slice selection gradient, Gs, to excite spins only in a given plane or slice. The imaged
plane can be positioned at any orientation in the geographic or magnetic coordinate
system by applying linear combinations of any three orthogonal gradients to produce a
Gs in B0 perpendicular to the desired slice. The location of the imaging plane along the
slice-selection direction, ds, is determined by
d
v-yB
Eqn. 2.9
where the center frequency of the RF pulse is set at v. The width and shape of the RF
pulse, along with Gs, determine the slice thickness, Thk. For an apodised Sine pulse
between -2k and 2k ofwidth x, in the time domain, and frequency bandwidth, BWP, the
slice thickness, Thk, is
Thk =-. Eqn. 2.10
For a properly designed MRI system, the bandwidth of the RF coil, BWcoii, used to create
the Bi field at frequency v must be sufficiently greater than BWP so as not to distort the
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frequency content of the excitation pulse. Similarly, the length of the RF pulse, x, must
be short compared to Rf1 and R2-1, so as to minimize relaxation resulting in signal loss,
during excitation.
Image information is acquired from the selected imaging plane stored in k-space
(Hornak, 2006), a spatial frequency domain created by using phase and frequency
encoding of the NMR signal. Phase and frequency encoding is performed by the
application of phase and frequency encoding gradients, G^, and Gf respectively, after RF
excitation.
In the spin echo sequence, the phase encoding gradient is applied between the
90
and 180 pulses. The sequence is typically repeated N times while varying G^ between a
maximum G^max and minimum value to achieve N^ lines of k-space data. The area
determined using the boundary condition of the maximum value of the phase encoding
gradient is related to the field of view, FOV,),, by
FOV,=^ . Eqn. 2.11
2y fG9 dt
0
In the spin-echo timing diagram (see Figure 2.4), G<j, is given as square pulse. Under this
condition, the area in the denominator ofEquation 2.1 1 integrates as T^G^ax-
The frequency encoding gradient is applied orthogonal to Gs and G<|> and after the
180
pulse. It is centered on the echo and has a duration Xf in Figure 2.4. The sampling
frequency, /s, is the number of complex data points sampled, Nf, in time Xf. Therefore,
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this description assumes quadrature detection. The field of view in the frequency
encoding direction, FOVf, is related to the sampling frequency and the frequency
encoding gradient by
FOVf=^-. Eqn. 2.12
yGf
There are cautionary limitations on/s and Gf for a realistic MRI system. Large values of
Gf require more power, and the pulses have longer rise times. RF transmit/receive coils
have a characteristic figure ofmerit called quality factor, Q, defined as,
Q=
V
. Eqn. 2.13
BWC0ll
Therefore, large /s values would necessitate a RF coil with a higher receiver bandwidth
and subsequently lower Q. Whenever receiver bandwidths are increased and or coil Q is
decreased, noise increases. As a direct consequence, SNR and CNR are decreased
(Fukushima, 1981).
The N^-by-Nf points of data is the k-space representation of the image. A two-
dimensional Fourier transform (FT) is performed on the data and then its magnitude
taken to construct the image. This image is a FOV^-by-FOVf, or a N^-by-Nf
tomographic image of the NMR signal within the slice thickness, Thk. The position of a
spin in the FOVf is given as,
v-yB
df=?rJL- Eqn. 2.14
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Because spatial variations in Xm will distort the desired linear magnetic field gradients,
the image quality metrics resolution, spatial linearity, and specificity will be affected.
Owing to the requirement for Bi to be applied perpendicular to B0, and Gs, G^, and Gf to
be orthogonal one-dimensional gradients in B0, implementation using Earth's static
magnetic field, BEarth, will be easiest when its angle of inclination (0mci) equals 0 or 90
in the geographic coordinate system. Implementation at other values of 0mci will require
special geometry RF and gradient coils to satisfy the directional constraints ofBi and the
gradients.
For modeling a near-surface MRI system using actual geophysical measurements,
more assumptions are needed. First, it is assumed that coil designs are possible that
apply Bi perpendicular to B0, and the slice, phase, and applied frequency encoding
gradients are orthogonal one-dimensional gradients in B0. Macroscopic spatial variations
in Xm are assumed to be small and less than 1%. Therefore, the correspondingly small
spatial variations in B0 will not affect the Boltzmann terms (Bq/T) in Equation 2.6. The
resulting small spatial variations in Bi will similarly not affect the rotation term of
Equation 2.6. Furthermore, the small variations in B0 will not have an effect on Ri as it
only varies appreciably over orders ofmagnitude of B0 (Bray, 2006). R2 may vary by a
greater amount with B0, but we will assume that it behaves similarly to Ri (See Chapter 3
for details). Therefore, it is acceptable to assume uniform relaxation and neglect their
effects in this treatment. Later in this chapter, spatial variations in Xm that occur over
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distances greater than 5 centimeters will be modeled to understand better their effect on
field gradients.
2.3 ExperimentalMethods
To evaluate the feasibility of using a conventional clinical MRI sequence based on
BEarth for near-surface imaging, the magnitude and direction of BEarth as a function of
depth beneath the Earth's surface was measured at a test site. The test site is located in
Rochester, NY, USA, at 43 05' 50" North Latitude, 77
39' 25" West Longitude and an
elevation of 169 meters relative to MSL. The surface soil is clay with a fining-upward
geologic sequence beneath.
Eight wells were positioned at the site in the configuration shown in Figure 2.5.
Wells No, Ni, N2, and N3 were placed approximately along a line joining magnetic North
and South on the surface of the Earth. Wells W3, W2, Wi, N0, and Ei were placed
approximately along a line perpendicular to magnetic North-South. Exact locations of
wells deviated from the grid by less than 25 centimeters due to drilling inaccuracies and
the presence of immovable rocks. Eight 30-centimeter-diameter holes, eight meters deep,
were drilled to accommodate capped, water-tight four-inch ID PVC pipe (10.2 cm ID,
1 1 .4 cm OD). Each pipe was plumbed in a hole and secured in place with pure silica
sand. To compensate for the buoyancy of the pipe, each pipe was further secured by a
60-by-60 cm-wide by 10 cm-thick concrete pad poured around the top at the surface of
the Earth. Well Ei was the exception to the above. This well was capped with a water
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Figure 2.5 Position of the eight wells, N3, N2, Ni, N0, Wh W2, W3, and Ej on a
magnetic north grid and contour map in meters relative to relative to an arbitrary
horizontal plane.
permeable cap which allowed the well to be used for measuring the water table and no
concrete pad was used.
Samples of the soil were collected at various depths during the drilling of the wells.
These samples were oven dried at 200 C for 24 hours, lightly crushed, and sieved to
exclude soil clumps greater than 420 microns. The gram magnetic susceptibility of these
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samples was measured using aMSB-1 magnetic susceptibility balance (JohnsonMatthey,
West Chester, PA).
The magnitude and direction of the Earth's magnetic field in the wells was
measured using three separate magnetometers: two nuclear Overhauser-effect (NOE)
units and a XYZ-axis magnetoresistive unit. The GSM-19 nuclear Overhauser
magnetometers (Terraplus USA, Inc., Littleton, CO) was used to measure the magnitude
of the field with nano-Tesla accuracy. A survey unit was sent down the wells, while a
second base station unit was located approximately 20 meters from the wells and used to
correct for diurnal variations in the Earth's magnetic field. Ten fieldmeasurements were
taken every 10 centimeters of depth relative to a horizontal reference plane described in
Figure 2.5. All magnitude measurements were taken on the same day.
A Honeywell (Honeywell International, Plymouth, MN) HMR2300 XYZ-axis
magneto resistive magnetometer was used to measure the direction of the Earth's
magnetic field with one-degree precision along each orthogonal axis. The temperature
sensitivity of this magnetometer between 8 and 23C was determined experimentally to
be less than 3.3x1 0"8 Tesla perC per channel, a value that is less than the precision of the
instrument. The magnetometer was housed in a weatherproofpolyvinyl chloride (PVC)
enclosure. This magnetometer enclosure was lowered into a well using a nonmagnetic
PVC positioning apparatus. The positioning apparatus kept the orientation of the
horizontal axes of the magnetometer aligned to within +/- one degree in a North/South,
East/West grid in laboratory tests. The XYZ readings of the Earth's magnetic field were
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measured ten times at every 10 cm of depth. The average of these ten observations was
used to calculate 0ici for BEarth at each depth position. The angle of declination for BEarth
was not reported because ofhigher uncertainties in the alignment of the Xg and Yg axes in
the wells. All directional measurements were taken on the same day.
2.4 Results and Discussion
Values of 0mci in degrees, as a function of depth in meters in the test wells, are
presented in Figure 2.6. Error bars represent the minimum and maximum deviation in the
ten measurements taken at each depth. These plots show that 0inc varies by less than 2.5
in the two planes defined by the data. The variation in 0mc increases with depth which is
consistent with the fining-upward geography where deeper, larger particles will cause
more distortions. Although not reported, the variation in 0Deci is expected to vary
similarly to 0inc. Variations in the direction of the experienced magnetic field by 2.5
when BEarth is used as B0 for our application ofMRI will have an insignificant effect on
the signal. This variation in signal intensity will be even less significant as many buried
anthropogenic objects will, in general, have no NMR signal.
Figure 2.7 represents plots of the local magnetic field from the NOE magnetometer
as a function of depth for the seven wells. The standard deviation in the ten
measurements taken at each depth was smaller than the size of a data point in the figure.
The data from the seven wells showed the following trends: The approximate value of
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Figure 2.6 Inclination angle (6Inc) in degrees as a function of depth (d)
in meters in the N0 (A), N, (o), N2 (0), N3 (n), W, (), and W2 (?) wells.
Error bars in 6inc represent the minimum and maximum of the ten readings at
each depth.
Bfiarth was equal to that reported for the latitude and longitude of the site (NGDC, 2006).
Each well showed a decrease in the measured field as a function of depth down to
approximately 1 .5 meters, and then an increase to amore constant value at two meters.
The exact cause of the decrease in field near the surface was not studied. Possible causes
include surface soil contaminants from previous agricultural use of the land, ormagnetic
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Figure 2.7 BEarth in uT as a function of depth in meters for the a)
North-South and b) East-West legs of the wells.
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susceptibility differences at the air-soil interface, concrete-soil interface, or a hydrated-
dry soil boundary at the water table. Data from each well showed smaller spatial
variations in the magnetic field thought to be attributed to local inhomogeneities from the
randomly distributed rocks.
Table 2.1 Mass magnetic susceptibility of soil samples.
Depth (m) Xm (m3/kg) xlO6
0 240
1.5 120
3.0 120
4.5 150
5.2 140
7.0 140
Values of the mass magnetic susceptibility of soil samples collected during the
drilling of the wells are presented in Table 2.1. Recall that these %m values are reported
in SI units. These results are consistent with a uniform paramagnetic sample, or a sample
with trace amounts of ferromagnetic material. The higher reading at the surface is
consistent with the observation byMagiera (2006) and attributed to the previous heavy
agricultural use of the land at the well site. These measurements are also consistent with
the general trend of decreasing B0 with increasing depth in the wells shown in Figure 2.7
and therefore support impurities as the cause of the decrease in B0 at the surface.
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2.4.1 Specificity Performance
For purposes of analyzing slice selection within a spatial context, B0 was modeled
based on the NOE magnetometer data and the convention ofEquation 2.2. This
convention is expanded to include three field effects: a constant applied component,
BAppiied, and an induced background, BBkgnd, and random, BRand, components.
B0 ~ BApplied + BBkgnd + BRand = BAppUed \l + %mBkgnd + XmRand I Eqn. ^- 15
These components could also be reported in terms of the contributions from two
magnetic susceptibility components. This representation is useful because it
differentiates between the observed quantities, Bi and G and the applied quantites,
B, and G,
1Applied lApplied
B^BWn. (1 +X^, +X*J E(ln- 2"16
Gi=%P,ied (l + ^Bkgnd +XmRand) EW- 2A1
For calculation of BRand and BBkgnd, the BAppiied component ofEquation 2.15 was taken as
a constant equal to the average BEarth value for the site (.54854 Gauss). The background
component, BBkgnd, represented the decrease, then slight increase in the measured
magnetic field seen in each well as a function ofdepth. It was calculated as the average
of the seven wells as a function of depth. The random component represented the
random localized spatial variations in the magnetic field seen as a function of depth in the
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well data. It is assumed that these variations, measured in the vertical direction, also
exist in the horizontal directions.
As mentioned in the background section, the first step in a tomographic imaging
sequence is slice selection. Applying Gs in the depth direction will cause the magnetic
55.3
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Figure 2.8 Plot of a linear GSAPPiied = 0. 1 uT/m slice selection gradient
superimposed on a BEarth= 54.8544436 mT ( ) and the actual Gs + B0 taking
into account %m ( ). Horizontal line from the v axis ( ) represents the
frequency content of the slice selection pulse. Vertical lines represent the desired(
) and actual ( ) slice locations in d.
field during slice selection to be (ds Gs + B0) from Equation 2.9. In the ideal situation,
where magnetic fields are perfectly homogeneous, (ds GSAPPiied + BAppiied) is the diagonal
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dashed line depicted in Figure 2.8. Application of an RF pulse with center frequency and
bandwidth depicted by the horizontal dotted line will excite spins at a single slice
location. However, in a more realistic situation, B0 and Gs, as defined by Equations 2.15
and 2.17, consist of significant contributions from %m and %m as compared to
(dsGsAPPiied)- Given the effect of these localized inhomogeneous magnetic fields and their
influence on the experienced Gs, it is possible that multiple slice locations are excited due
to the resulting distortions from linearity in (ds GsAPPiied)- Since the sequence assumes a
single slice (recall Equation 2.9), a resultant image will be composed of information from
multiple slices. Even if the resultant field is single-valued, deviations from the ideal
linear case will result in uncertainties in the slice location and hence, uncertainties in the
location of a buried object.
Nonlinearity in (dsGs + B0) in the slice-selection direction will also result in
variations in the slice thickness, Thk, as described by Equation 2.10. The net effect is a
loss of resolution, SNR, CNR, and specificity. The results shown in Figure 2.8 can also
be used to depict the error in d^ and df due to nonlinear G^, and Gf. As an alternative
reserved for future research, two-dimensional images could be simulated. A 2-
dimensional representation will be more intuitive and will be better suited to depict what
might be seen with a hypothetical system.
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2.4.2 Signal Quality Estimates
Signal-to-noise performance is modeled for a hypothetical system that can achieve
any desired orientation required for imaging. For this discussion, SNR is defined as
SNR
^Signal
Noise
Eqn. 2.18
where pSignai is the mean signal defined at a point in space, and aNoise is the standard
deviation of the field estimated for a horizontal plane at a depth of two meters. Point
calculations formean signal values were estimated directly using the spin echo signal
relationship outlined in Equation 2.8 and the parameters in Table 2.2. For this discussion,
Table 2.2 Input parameters formodeling SNRXm as a function ofB0.
Property Description
B 1 Applied Oscillating magnetic field, fixed at 50 uTesla
>Applied Static magnetic field, varied from 54 uTesla < B0 < 145 uTesla
T Operating temperature fixed at
300 K
P Spin density, assumed to be a constant, fixed at unity
TE Echo time fixed at 1 0 milliseconds
Tr Repetition time fixed at 2.5 seconds
R2 Spin-spin relaxation rate fixed at 30
seconds"1
R, Spin-lattice relaxation rate fixed at .95
seconds"1
T Time duration for B[ pulse set to 25 useconds
0"Bo Field contribution varied from 1E-09 < Ob0< 3.5E-05 Tesla.
we will be using the definitions for B0 and Bi as defined in Equations 2.2 and 2.4,
respectively. For our SNR studies, five static field values were used, ranging from 54.75
(Bfiarth) to 144.7 microTelsa, where the first value is the mean NOE magnetometer
reading obtained at a depth of two meters at our research site.
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The noise attributed to an actual near-surface MRI signal acquisition at the research
test site does not exist. For the purposes of this study, instrumentation noise effects will
be ignored. Instead we will focus on the spin echo signal relationship (Equation 2.8) and
look at the significance of field variability and its relative contribution to an acquired
signal. For all studies in this section, only the one noise source will be accounted for,
namely the variability in B0. Due to the nonlinear field contributions in our hypothetical
signal using Equation 2.8, we are interested in understanding the signal sensitivity
relative to B0 and Bi variability. Signal variability estimates were attained by taking into
account field variability using sensitivity analysis (Beers, 1957). Parameters of interest
for this analysis were restricted to B0 and Bi, as they will be affected by %m variability
found in soils. For a two-component sensitivity analysis, we can express the signal
variability (aSigJ) as,
^Signal
ds
K*Bo
+
dS
-o
\ 2
B
J
Eqn. 2.19
dB,
where S is the amount of signal, and oBo and aBl are the standard deviations for the static
and the oscillating field, respectively, at a depth of two meters. Field statistics obtained
from the NOE magnetometer data were used to estimate the standard deviations used in
the analysis. Field statistics were obtained from all seven wells, at depths ranging from
the surface to sevenmeters. At a depth of two meters, the mean and standard deviation
for B0 were found to be 54.7551 and 0.051744 pTesla, respectively. Because actual Bj
data do not exist for our site, we will assume that an applied oscillating field will
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experience the same sources of field distortion as those measured for BEarth. Furthermore,
it is assumed that proton relaxation rates remain fairly constant over the range ofB0 being
studied and will depend on the mean particle size of the soil. It is assumed that the
relaxation parameters of the moist soil at two meters in depth are represented by Ri and
R2, equal to 0.95 seconds"1and 30 seconds"1, respectively (Chapter 3). Moreover, it is
assumed that no appreciable relaxation occurs during the time taken for the 90 and the
180 RF pulses. Temperature is assumed to be a constant and is set to 300 K for the
entire study. Timing parameters, TE, Tr, and t, were set to 0.01, 2.5, and 0.000025
seconds respectively.
Spreadsheet results of the sensitivity analysis indicate that the combined influence
of the field variability on our hypothetical signal error was small and found to be less
than 3% of the signal intensity. Furthermore, Bi variability was found to have 28 times
more of a contribution to the overall signal error compared to B0. Because the combined
field contribution to signal variability is small, we can assume that small perturbations in
the Bi field will have negligible effect on the observed signal. Relative to Bi, variability
in B0, as measured from our site, will have essentially no affect on the signal.
SNR performance of a noise-free instrument was modeled using a single point
amplitude method. The signal governing equation for spin echo sequence (see Equation
2.8) was used to determine the amplitude value for a variety of conditions. Conditions
and assumptions similar to those used in the sensitivity analysis (see Table 2.2) were
applied here. SNR is defined in Equation 2.18, where oNoise is assumed to be based on a
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Gaussian distribution, and independent of signal level. In this study, aNoise is defined as
the standard deviation of the field, in units ofTesla, at a depth of two meters. A
proportionality constant, C, used in Equation 2.8 is applied to oNoiSe to achieve the
expected unitless ratio as a result ofEquation 2.18. To avoid confusion, we will assign
this interpretation of the signal-to-noise ratio as SNRxm-
3.E-08 2.E-07 4.E-07
Std. Dev. Noise (Tesla)
6.E-07 8.E-07
Figure 2.9 Signal-to-noise ratio (SNRxm) performance curves as a function of the applied
static field (BApPiied) and the random contribution attributed to Xm Rand The input values used
to generate these curves are summarized in Table 2.2. The Rose limit for detectability is
shown as a blue dashed line. Five BApPiied fields were studied: 54.7 ( ), 64.7 ( ),
84.7 ( ), 114.7 ( ), 144.7 ( ) nTesla. For our test site, variability in
a horizontal plane at a depth or 2 meters was determined as5 1 .744 nTelsa.
Five hypothetical SNRxm performance curves were created depicting an applied
static field, B0, ranging from BEarth to 144.7 pTesla as shown in Figure 2.9. The abscissa
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defines the aNoise contribution attributed to B0. For a horizontal plane at a depth of two
meters, aNoise was determined from data obtained from seven wells. For this study, oNoiSeis
given as +/-0.051744 pTesla. The Rose limit of A: of 5 was used as the signal-
detectability limit.
At the obo levels observed at our field site, all five SNRxm scenarios studied meet or
exceed the Rose limit for signal detectability. At static field conditions equivalent to
BEarth, SNR^ performance was 25. At this level ofperformance, our hypothetical signal
would be five times greater than the minimum performance required by the Rose limit.
Because our research site was used historically for agricultural purposes, itmay not be
representative ofmost urban and suburban locations. Assuming soil conditions similar to
Table 2.3 Input parameters for modeling CNRxm as a function of oBo-
Property Description
B] Applied Oscillating magnetic field, fixed at 50 uTesla
^Applied Static magnetic field, varied between 54.7 and 95.7 uTesla
T Operating temperature fixed at
300 K
P Spin density, assumed to be a constant, fixed at unity
TE Echo time varied from 1 0ms < TE < 80ms.
Tr Repetition time varied between 2.5 and 5.0 seconds
R2.1 Sand Type 1, Spin-spin relaxation rate fixed at 30 seconds
R1.1 Sand Type 1, Spin-lattice relaxation rate fixed at 0.95
seconds"1
R-2.2 Sand Type 2, Spin-spin relaxation rate fixed at 90 seconds"1
Rl,2 Sand Type 2, Spin-lattice relaxation rate fixed at 1.3
seconds"1
T Time duration of the BI pulse set at 25 (iseconds
0"Bo Field noise contribution varied from 1E-09 < oBo < 3.5E-06 Tesla.
those modeled with our hypothetical system (see Figure 2.9), use of a stronger BAppiied
field could maintain reasonable SNRxm performance at sites with as much as ~5 times
higher intrinsic y^sjmd levels. In situations where XmRand is much greater than that observed
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in this study, additional signal performance improvements can be gained by adjusting the
timing parameters, TE and Tr. The effect these parameters have on signal contrast in the
presence of real situational field noise, is the focus of a contrast-to-noise ratio study.
Contrast-to-noise performance was modeled employing a similar hypothetical
system as used in the previous study. Similarly, a governing equation for a spin echo-
based signal (see Equation 2.8) was used to determine relative intensities for conditions
listed in Table 2.3. Ideal assumptions discussed earlier in this section apply. CNR is
defined as,
CNR = Ma8na'J~Msi8nal-2, Eqn. 2.20
noise
where psignaii and psignai_2 are mean signal levels at two points, located adjacent to each
other, and aNoise is the standard deviation of the measured field B0. The denominator
defined in the CNR is equivalent to that defined in Equation 2.18. Hypothetical CNR
comparisons using six performance curves each are shown in Figure 2.10, where BAppiied
was arbitrarily set to 54.7 and 95.7 uTesla, respectively. Two hydrated monodispersed
sands with particle sizes of 100 and 25 microns (See Chapter 3 for details.) were
arbitrarily selected as the two sources of signal used for this study. Sands with these
diameters are typically found within the first few feet of topsoil at our research site. Six
different combinations ofTe/Tr were used to create the curves shown in Figure 2.10.
The echo timing parameter combinations used to generate Figure 2.10 were not
optimized to showmaximum signal, but serve to illustrate CNRxm performance trends.
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Figure 2.10 Contrast-to-noise ratio (CNRXm) performance curves as a function of TE and TR
and random contributions (noise) attributed to oBo- Signal contrast is attributed to relaxation
differences in two arbitrary soil types. Table 2.3 summarizes the properties used to create all
CNR5U curves. Two applied static field (BAppi,ed) cases were evaluated at 54.7 and 95.7 pT
respectively. A d' limit for detectability is shown as a red dashed line. Curves were
generated for the following TE/TR combinations: 10ms/5s ( ), 50ms/5s ( ),
80ms/5s( ), 10ms/ls( ), 50ms/ls( ), and 80ms/ls( ).
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See Table 2.3 for delay values used for TE and TR in this work up. The abscissa defines
the noise contribution attributed to XmRand and is designated as standard deviation of the
noise, gb0, in units ofTesla. For our research site, ob0 was determined to be +1-5 1.744
nTesla for a horizontal plane at two meters of depth. Similar to SNR, we will refer to this
interpretation of contrast-to-noise ratio as CNRxm- A pure index of stimulus
detectability, d' of 5, was used as detectability limit for CNRxm-
Given the oBo observed at our field site, three out of six simulated CNRjfo scenarios
using BEarth failed the d! limit established for signal detectability. In the case of TE equal
to 0.01 seconds and TR equal to 5 seconds, the CNRxm was determined to be 12.29.
Furthermore, at TE equal to 0.05 seconds and TR equal to 1 second, the d' limit was
missed, with a CNR^m of4.82. However, CNR^m performance improved by increasing
BAPPiied by ~1.75-BEarth or 95.7 pTesla. Further improvement can be achieved by
optimizing Te/Tr parameters. It is conservatively estimated that a five to ten-fold
improvement in CNR/m can be achieved by optimizing these parameters. Because our
site was used historically for agricultural purposes and may not be representative ofmost
urban and suburban locations, engineering prudence suggests that a near-surface MRI
system would have to support flexible pulse sequences to accommodate a wide-range of
work sites. Achieving maximum signal contrast through Te/Tr optimization is one way
to maintain reasonable detection performance and extend the utility of a potential
instrument.
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2.5 Conclusions
Several factors will limit the image quality from a near-surface MRI system.
Based on the observed values for BEarth and 0inCi from our test site, the variation in
magnitude and direction of the static field will have a profound effect on the complexity
of the MRI apparatus. This complexity pertains to the orientation demands that a
proposed device must meet so that applied magnetic field gradients and excitation RF
fields, (Bi), obtain the perpendicularity requirement necessary for imaging. Assuming
that this problem can be overcome, statistical trends observed with magnetic susceptiblity
intrinsic to soils is the next significant limiting factor. Slice-selection decisions can take
into account this globally observed trend of higher surface Xm as compared to
susceptibilities seen beyond 2 meters in depth. Upon inspection of Figure 2.7, the trend
for the first 2 meters of depth can be approximated as a naturally occurring gradient. It is
asserted that slice selection could be conducted in this sub-region without application of
an external gradient. For depths greater then two meters, an external slice-selection
gradient would be required. Furthermore, by installing a priori limits for the slice
selection frequencies to emphasize the higher frequencies, specificity in the region from
two meters to seven or more meters can be achieved. Overall specificity performance
using BEarth would be improved simply by applying these two approaches in their
respective surface depth regimes.
All locations on the surface of the Earth will not have the same spatial
inhomogeneities in BEarth immediately beneath the surface as the one in our study. There
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may be sites where the background and random variation in BEarth are less than at our site,
but there may also be others with a greater variation. Based on the fields measured at our
site, MRI using BEarth alone produces images where CNR^ performance is fair for some
soils. Increasing B0 by the application of an external static magnetic field offers some
improvement in CNRxm signal quality, however, optimization of spin-echo timing
parameters would provide a more cost effective means of achieving improved CNRxm
performance. Moreover, SNR^ performance would directly benefit from use of a larger
static field. Specifying the requirement that BAPPiied > BEarth for a proposed near-surface
MRI system would ensure robustness and larger signal latitude that would be anticipated
at sites where there is greater random variation in BEarth compared to our test site.
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A *H NMR Signal StudywithHydrated Sands
A majority of the workpresented in this chapter has been published in the Journal
ofEnvironmental andEngineering Geophysics, March 8, 2006, Volume 11, pages 1-8.
The focus of this study is to explore the available hydrogen (!H) nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) signal from water in fully-hydrated, mono-dispersed synthetic sands as
a possible predictor of the utility of using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in near-
surface applications. The MRI signal from hydrated soils is a function of three main
properties of water found in the voids between the soil particles: the spin-lattice
relaxation rate (Ri), the spin-spin relaxation rate (R2), and the spin density (p). The p
values were measured for random close-packed (RCP) synthetic sands as a function of
particle diameter. The Ri and R2, values were measured at a magnetic field strength of 7
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Tesla as a function of particle diameter. Ri was also measured as a function ofmagnetic
field strength at 0.235, 2.35, 23.5, and 235 milliTesla. The synthetic sands studied were
found to have a predictable Ri and R2, as a function of particle diameter, at a constant p.
The water in these sands also exhibited a predictable Ri as a function of applied magnetic
field. It is the intent of this chapter to discuss the background theory, experimental setup,
results, discussion, and final conclusions that have led to findings that under certain
conditions, moist sands are expected to have a predictable NMR signal. Based on the
soil conditions observed in real field situations, this result would be useful in predicting
the appropriate imaging parameters for successful near-surface MR imaging.
3.1 Introduction
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is a well established tool for
structural and dynamical studies of matter (Hore, 1996). In the geosciences, NMR has
been applied to a variety of problems. In 1956, Varian proposed the use of NMR for
water prospecting. Magnetic resonance sounding (MRS) and surface NMR (SNMR), as
Varian's technique is known today (Schirov, 1991; Braun, 2005; Hertrich, 2005), is
experiencing increased adoption due to recent improvements in the data collection
(Legchenko, 2002a, b) and data inversion (Weichman, 2000, 2002) processes. Borehole
NMR logging, despite some early challenges with the technique, is now proving to be an
invaluable technique for oil, natural gas, gas hydrates, and water exploration (Dunn,
2002; Kleinberg, 2001). NMR has been used to produce soil moisture ground truth for
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remote sensing (Paetzold, 1985), and information on soil wettability (Manalo, 2003).
The porosity of rock samples has been extensively studied using NMR relaxometry
(Davies, 1990a, b; Munn, 1987) and pulsed field gradient NMR spectroscopy (Watson,
1997).
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a well established tomographic imaging
technique based on the principles of NMR (Morris, 1990) that has received rapid
acceptance in medicine. MRI has been used in materials science to study a wide variety
of problems (Hornak, 2001), including the permeability and porosity of rock cores
(Wang, 2005). MRI has recently been proposed for subsurface detection of buried
utilities in fully hydrated, high conductivity soil (Bray, 2004a) conditions where ground
penetrating radar (GPR) signal is greatly attenuated (Conyers, 2003). The proposed
technique has applications beyond the detection of buried utilities. These include
archeological imaging, detection of soil stratification, and detection of environmental
contaminants, as well as other industrial applications. This technique is based on
imaging the NMR signal from the water found in the voids between the soil particles in
moist soil conditions. In such images, subsurface features such as pipes and rocks
lacking water will appear dark while the surrounding hydrated soil will appear bright. In
preparation for developing this MRI application, a thorough understanding of the quality
of the available NMR signal and its dependence on hydrated soil characteristics is
necessary.
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In MRI, images are created using an imaging sequence consisting of a set of stimuli
that are applied to a sample to achieve a specific spatially dependent signal. The most
common magnetic resonance imaging sequence is the spin echo sequence (Harm, 1961).
Because of its common utility and simplicity, the spin echo sequence would be a good
match for most subsurface imaging approaches based on MRI. The magnitude of the
signal from a spin echo sequence is dependent on three major properties of the spin
bearing nuclides within the sample, specifically, the spin density (p), spin-lattice
relaxation rate (Ri), and spin-spin relaxation rate (R2). In the proposed subsurface
imaging ofBray (2004a), the spin bearing nuclides would be the protons (!H) in the water
molecule. Therefore, knowledge of p, Ri, and R2 of hydrated soils will have a direct
impact on the observed signal quality and thus in determining the viability of such a
subsurface MRI technique for a given set of soil conditions.
The spin density is a measure of the number of spins per unit volume. The spin
density of a sample composed of water filled voids between randomly packed
monodispersed particles is dependent on the packing geometry of the particles. The
packing ratio, R, is the volume fraction of spheres and is related to the porosity, P, by
R = (l-P). (3.1)
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The spin density is therefore directly related to the porosity of the soil. The packing
geometry of randomly ordered monodispersed spheres is predicted to approach RCP
limits (Kansal, 2002) with P approaching 0.36.
Ri and R2 of hydrated soils are dependent on a number of factors including size
distribution of the voids between the soil particles, the applied magnetic field (B0), the
concentration of paramagnetic species dissolved in the water, temperature, and the
presence of attractive forces between the soil particles and water molecules. Owing to
the wide range of these variables in real soils, synthetic soils are a better choice for a
quantitative study of p, Ri, and R2 as a function of particle diameter, d. This paper
describes a study of the *H NMR p, Ri, and R2 as a function of particle diameter and
applied magnetic field, for fully hydrated randomly close packed synthetic sands. The
goal of this study is to explore a relationship between particle diameter and the signal
parameters of the sample.
Synthetic sands comprised of spherical glass beads were chosen for this study rather
than real sands, because of the ability to control chemical composition, diameter, and
morphology of the grains. The choice of monodispersed spherical grains increases the
probability of uniform void sizes and connecting channels between the pores for a given
grain or bead diameter.
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3.2 Background
Nuclear magnetic resonance is based on the resonance absorption of a photon of
frequency v, referred to as the Larmor frequency, by a nuclear spin with gyromagnetic
ratio, y, when placed in a static magnetic field, B0.
v = yfl0 (3.2)
A subsurface MRI system might operate at a variety ofmagnetic fields ranging from the
local Earth's magnetic field, BEarth to some higher value by application of an externally
applied magnetic field source.
The magnitude of the NMR signal from a spin echo sequence is a function of the
three imaging parameters and four properties of the spin bearing sample. The imaging
parameters are the repetition time (Tr), the echo time (TE), and the applied magnetic
field. The properties of the spin bearing sample are the spin density, spin-lattice
relaxation rate, spin-spin relaxation rate, and temperature (T) of the spin bearing nuclide.
For a given nuclide, the signal (S) is
S(TR,TE,B0) = C^Pi(l-e~TRRu)e'rER2' (3-3)
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where T is in Kelvin, C is a proportionality constant, and the summation is over the i
different environments in which the nuclide may be found (Morris, 1990).
Ri and R2 are strongly influenced by random molecular motions in the water
sample. Ri is influenced mostly by those spectral components of the motions whose
frequencies lie close to the Larmor frequency, v, and to its double, 2v, while R2 is
affected by motions whose frequencies are close to Ov, v, and 2v (Abragam, 1961).
Since Larmor frequencies are proportional to B0 (Eq. 3.2), and considering that the
randomness of the motions implies a wide spectral distribution of their frequencies, Rj
and R2 are indirectly assumed to depend on B0. The distribution ofmolecular motions in
a sample also varies with temperature, in turn causing Ri and R2 to vary with
temperature.
Naturally occurring sands come in a variety ofparticle diameters 0.050 < d < 2 mm,
shapes, roundness, and can be poly-dispersed. A common feature of these classifications
is the presence of voids between the grains. When the sand is fully hydrated, every void
is filled with water, a molecule which in the liquid state gives rise to a strong and
relatively long-lasting !H NMR signal. The water within the voids can range from this
liquid or bulk form, existing at greater distances from a particle surface and experiencing
minimal forces from the surface of the sand particles, to a highly structured form
experiencing the effect of the surfaces of the particles. Water molecules that exist within
a monolayer or two surrounding the particle surface are referred to as structured or bound
water. This water type experiences the local magnetic environment of the surface, thus
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exhibiting higher R] and R2 values than bulk water molecules. As the sand particle
diameter decreases, the void diameter decreases, and the distribution of bound to bulk
water environments change substantially. Assuming monodispersed sand with two water
environments, bound and bulk, the void size decreases as the particle diameter decreases
and the bound to bulk water ratio increases.
Water molecules may diffuse through the continuum of water environments, /. A
consequence of water diffusion is an averaging of the relaxation rates for the different
environments. If diffusion between water environments is fast compared to the NMR
sampling timescale, one average R\ and one average R2 will be observed (Cohen, 1982).
Conversely, distinct Rn and R2; values will be observed when the NMR sampling time
scale is faster than diffusion. Furthermore, void size and the connectivity or coupling
between the voids in a sample may vary. As a consequence, measured magnetization
decays for a set of poorly connected voids of different sizes may be not be
monoexponential even though diffusion between the environments within a void is fast
(Cohen, 1982; McCall, 1991; Brownstein, 1979).
NMR Ri values are typically measured using an inversion recovery pulse sequence
(Void, 1968). See Appendix A. for details on pulse sequences. Assuming Tr > 5/Ri, the
signal from an inversion recovery sequence as a function of the inversion time (Ti) is
S(TI) = C^22Pi(l-2e-T'R) (3.4)
-* i
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where C is a proportionality constant. In a system where diffusion between the / sites
occurs rapidly, the spin system will be characterized by a single Ri given by
wheref is the fraction of the total spin density represented by p;
m Pm
R2 values are typically measured using a Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) spin
echo pulse sequence (Meiboom, 1958). Here an initial RF pulse perturbs the
magnetization from the sample and a subsequent train of pulses sample the decay of the
magnetization. The time between the pulses in the train (xCP) represents the timescale of
the experiment. The xCP parameter can be thought of as the "exposure
time" for the
experiment. A signal is recorded a time TE after the initial perturbation pulse. Assuming
a constant TR > 5/Ri, the signal (S) from a spin echo sequence as a function of echo time
(TE) is
S{TE) = C^yZ9ie-TE^ (3.7)
t- i
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In a system where diffusion between the / sites occurs more rapidly than xCP, the spin
system will be characterized by a single R2 given by
R2=TfiR2l (3-8)
wheref is the fraction of the total spin density represented by pj.
3.3 Experimental Procedures
Monodispersed borosilicate glass bead samples were obtained with a diameter 0.59
< d < 2.3 mm (Quackenbush, Crystal Lake, IL) and 25 < d < 406 pm (Whitehouse
Scientific Ltd., Chester, UK). The porosity as a function of dBead/dcyimder was determined
using 2.3 mm beads in cylinders of varying diameters between 4.5 mm and 6 cm using a
mass-based approach. In this approach, the total volume of beads was determined from
their mass and density and the volume of the containment cylinder. The range of dcyiinder
was chosen because it corresponded to the dBead/dcyiinder of the NMR samples described
next.
Glass beads with 0.025 < d < 2 mm were base (KOH) cleaned, rinsed, placed in 4.5
mm ID glass NMR sample tubes to a height of approximately one centimeter, and
hydrated with 1 8 MQ/cm water from a Nanopure (Barnstead, Dubuque, Iowa) filtration
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system. A teflon plug was placed on top of the glass beads (Wilmad-Labglass Buena,
NJ) and the tubes capped to prevent moisture loss from the sample. A sample of 18
MQ/cm water was prepared and used to measure the Ri and R2 values ofpure bulk water
with a partial pressure of 02 of ~ 20 kPa (ambient pressure). Proton NMR spectra were
recorded at 23 C using a Bruker 300 MHz (DRX-300, Bruker, Billerica, MA) NMR
spectrometer operating at 7 T. NMR spectra were recorded using inversion recovery (IR)
(Void, 1968) and Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) spin-echo (Meiboom, 1958)
sequences. A logarithmic distribution of 127 inversion time values between 25 ps < Ti <
15 seconds, with the denser sampling at low Ti values (Borgia, 1998), and a 15 second
repetition delay (Tr) were used for R\ calculation. The CPMG sequence produced
echoes in phase alternating pairs between 6 ps < TE < 15 s with a Carr-Purcell spacing
(Tcp) of 25 and 100 ps, and a 15 s repetition delay. R2 values were calculated from a
logarithmic selective sampling of 159 echo-time values, with a denser sampling at short
echo time values. Magnetization recovery and decay curves were produced from the area
of the spectral water peak. See Appendix A for details on acquisition and post
processing. A minimum of five curves were collected for each sand sample.
Glass beads with 0.59 < d < 2.3 mm were prepared similar to that described above
but placed in 1 cm diameter NMR tubes. Relaxation data were obtained on the samples
using a Spinmaster FFC-2000 (Stelar, Mede, Italy) field cycling NMR spectrometer.
Field cycling studies were performed at 0.01, 0.1, 1.0, and 10.0 MHz, corresponding to
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B0 = 0.235, 2.35, 23.5, and 235 milliTesla respectively, using both the standard non- and
pre-polarized field stepping procedure described previously (Anoardo, 2001; Ferrante,
2005). Field cycling measurements utilized a 15 second repetition delay, a logarithmic
distribution of 127 points between 25 ps < x < 15 s where x is the time the sample spends
at the relaxation field. An additional point was acquired at x = 15 seconds, for purposes
of assessing the uncertainty of the measurement at the equilibrium condition. This
condition was exercised at the beginning of the experiment as well as at the end, bringing
the total number of acquired points to 128.
The distribution of Ri and R2 between lxl
0"4
and lxl 0+4 s"1was estimated using a
regularized inverse Laplace transform technique implemented in CONTIN (Provencher,
1982). CONTIN was constrained to positive output in 300 logarithmically distributed
points between 10"4 and 10+4 s"1. Exponential growth curves from the inversion recovery
and field stepping data were converted to exponential decays with a 5% DC offset (Bray,
2004b). The choice of a 5% offset was arbitrary but intentional as it converted the
uncertainty in the equilibrium (long Ti) signal (Gong, 1992) into an Ri peak at
10"4
to
10"3
s"1 in the CONTIN output. The location of this peak is well below the minimum Ri and
R2 for bulk water of approximately 0.33
s"1
(Mirehj, 1964).
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3.4 Results & Discussion
Figure 3.1 displays the porosity of the glass bead samples as a function of the ratio
of bead to cylinder diameter. A collection of mono dispersed spherical particles should
approach a random close packing (RCP) porosity of 0.36 (Jaeger, 1992). In nature, the p
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Figure 3.1. Porosity as a function of dBead/dcyiinder for synthetic sand samples. Arrows on the
abscissa indicate the location of the actual NMR samples used in the study. The dashed line
represents the theoretical limit of the porosity for RCP. Error bars have been included and
correspond to +/- the uncertainty in the measured value.
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of monodispersed systems should be independent of particle diameter. In vitro, in a
confining cylinder such as our sample tubes, RCP may not exist. Figure 3.1 presents the
porosity as a function of the bead to tube diameter (dBead/dcyiinder)- Our monodispersed
samples approached the RCP porosity limit as the ratio of dsead/dcyiinder decreases. As the
dBead/dcyiinder approaches 0.25, the porosity approaches the random close packing limit.
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Figure 3.2. Representation of a CONTIN output plot indicating the relative density of p
values as a function ofRi in the d = 49 um sample. The single narrow peak at 1.17
s"1 indicates
the nearly mono-exponential behavior of the sample. Ri values below
10"1 s"1
are not possible
because they are less than the minimum Ri for bulk water. The dashed peak is a result of an
artificially applied 5% offset used in the analysis of the inversion recovery data.
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This is significant because it is not possible to attain RCP with the largest three diameter
samples as constrained within the 4.5 mm ID NMR sample tube used. As a consequence,
the largest three diameter samples may not follow the same trend that the remaining
samples do. Although not shown experimentally, one can speculate that in bimodal
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Figure 3.3 Comparison of measured inversion recovery data and two fitted curves. The
data points () correspond to the actual inversion recovery data for the d = 49 pm sample.
Dashed line is a mono-exponential fit of the data with R, = 1.17 s"1, and the solid line is an
exponential curve through the data using the peak CONTIN R! value for the sample.
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particle distributions where the smaller particle diameter is much less than the size of the
voids between the larger particles, the small particles should fill the voids between the
larger particles with RCP. This implies that the Ri and R2 values of the water will be
governed by the smaller particle.
The Ri distributions at 7 Tesla (300 MHz) for all particle diameter samples were
found to be approximately mono-exponential. Figure 3.2 is a representative example of
the CONTIN output from d = 49 pm inversion recovery data showing the single narrow
Ri peak at 1.17 s"1. The location of the peak, as well as those for all diameter samples,
was within 10% of the R\ value obtained from a mono-exponential fit of the recovery
curve. Figure 3.3 compares the mono-exponential and CONTIN peak Ri value fit for the
d = 49 pm inversion recovery data. It is also worth noting that our inversion recovery
curves follow Equation 3.4, starting at a normalized NMR signal of -1 and ending at +1
(See Appendix A). This result is largely attributed to constraining the sample volume to
be less than the volume of the RF coil which has a nearly uniform RF magnetic field.
The presence of a single Ri peak indicates fast diffusion between the water
environments in a void. It also indicates that the voids are not poorly coupled and
differing in size. This is consistent with the expectation that samples of monodispersed
spherical beads, such as those used in this study, form strongly coupled voids of a similar
size.
The peak Ri value was determined from the distribution at each particle diameter
and plotted as a function of log(d). As shown in Figure 3.4, the Ri value was found to
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increase as particle diameter decreased. The Ri value at large particle diameters (d > 1
mm) was found to be equivalent to the Ri value for pure bulk water. Below d=l mm, R]
increased linearly as a function of log(d) to a value of 1.36 at d = 25 pm. This
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Figure 3.4. A plot of the measured 300 MHz proton NMR spin-lattice and spin-spin
relaxation rates, Ri () and R2 (*,A) respectively, for fully hydrated synthetic sands as a
function of particle diameter. R2 values were taken at two different TCp spacings of 25 (?) and
100 (A) ps. See text for an explanation of empirical R: and R2 fits. Error bars represent +/- 1
standard deviation unit of the measured value.
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behavior is consistent with the model of fast diffusion between bulk water and structured
water environments experiencing the effect of the surface of the glass bead. Structured
water environments have faster Rj characteristics. The structured to bulk water fraction
increases as particle diameter decreases. By way of least-squares regression and
algebraic simplification, a functional form relating Ri to d was determined. The
empirical fit to the Rf data resulted in the following functional form
dD
R=R
1 'Bulk
lBulk (3.9)
v d j
where dBuik is the particle diameter at which R\ becomes the bulk value, RiBuik- This
relationship is plotted in Figure 3.4 for d < 1 mm.
For all particle diameters and a Tcp of both 25 and 100 ps, the R2 distributions at 7
Tesla showed one predominant and multiple satellite peaks (the largest being -10% by
area), as seen elsewhere (Straley, 1996). The dominant peak R2 value was approximately
constant for d >1 mm at approximately 0.54 and 0.50 s"1, values slightly larger than 0.44
and 0.42, the measure R2 values of pure bulk water with Tcp respectively equal to 25 and
100 ps. (See Figure 3.4.) Below d =1 mm, R2 increased linearly as a function of log(d)
to a value of approximately 58 at d = 25 pm. The increase in R2 for both the Tcp equal
to 25 and 100 ps curves were approximately the same within experimental error. This
behavior, like in Ri, is also consistent with the model of fast diffusion between bulk
water and a water environment experiencing surface effects. The large negative slope for
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the R2 data is consistent with R2 > Ri for liquid and structured water systems. The
similarity in the slope of the R2 data at the two TCp values is an indication that diffusion
between the water environments are still occurring at a rate faster than the timescale of
the spin echo NMR experiment. Similar to the Ri case, least squares regression followed
by algebraic simplification was used to determine a functional relationship to R2 and
particle diameter, d. This empirical fit of R2 data resulted in the following functional
form
R-, Rn uBulk (3.10)
V d j
where dBuik is the particle diameter at which R2 becomes the bulk value, R2Buik- This
relationship is plotted in Figure 3.4 for d < 1 mm.
It is interesting that the trend in R\ and R2 values seen in Figure 3.4 and modeled by
both Equations 3.9 and 3.10 show a discontinuity at d = 1 mm. Ri and R2 values follow
Equations 3.9 and 3.10 respectively for d < 1 mm, and are approximately equal to the
bulk water R\ and R2 values respectively for d > 1 mm. Although depicted as an abrupt
transition at d = 1 mm, it is in all probability a gradual transition. The deviation of Ri
and R2 from Equations. 3.9 and 3.10 at d > 1 mm is most likely caused by the lack of
RCP in these samples with d > 1 mm. (See Figure 3.1.) Glass beads with a d > 1 mm
cannot reach RCP in a 4.5 mm inside diameter NMR tube. Consequently, for samples
with d > 1 mm, both the void size and the bulk to bound water ratio are greater than
expected in RCP.
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Although there is no theoretical basis for Equations 3.9 and 3.10, they have
predictive value. The signal at B0 = 7 Tesla from a spin echo MRI sequence (Hornak,
2006) such as one that might be used in real field situations, now may be estimated. The
0.01 0.1 10
d (mm)
Figure 3.5 Plots of the predicted NMR signal at B0 = 7 Tesla as a function of bead
diameter, d, for repetition times (TR) of 0.5, 1, and 5 s, and echo times (TE) of 0.5 ( ),
2 ( ), and 5 ( ) milliseconds. The signal was normalized to the theoretical maximum
signal.
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NMR signal was predicted as a function of particle diameter at nine different
combinations of the acquisition parameters TR and TE using Equation 3.3. (See Figure
3.5.) A long TR yields more signal than a shorter TR, and a shorter TE yields more signal
than a longer TE. Even though the combination of long TR and short TE yields optimal
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Figure 3.6 Plots of the proton NMR R] values for water in fully hydrated synthetic sands
as a function of magnetic field strength compared to bulk water. Straight lines represent a fit
to the data.
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signal, as TR becomes longer, acquisition time lengthens. TE can not be decreased
infinitely as instrumentation limitations constrain the minimum TE. A long Tr, short TE
combination has another advantage. If the NMR signal has minimal dependence on d,
then contrast (S2-Si) between sand beds of different sand grain diameter is also minimal.
In this case, the contrast would be predominately dependent on the spin density p. If the
feature to be imaged is a gradient in grain size, a shorter TR with a short TE is preferable
so as to maximize the contrast between sand beds with different particle diameter. (See
Figure 3.5.)
A subsurface imaging system will most likely operate at B0 7 Tesla, therefore,
the dependence of R\ and R2 with B0 and d is useful. The magnetic field dependence of
Ri was determined for 0.59 < d < 2.3 mm at values of 0.235, 2.35, 23.5, 235 milliTesla,
and 7 Tesla corresponding to !H resonance frequencies of 0.01, 0.1, 1.0, 10.0, and 300
MHz. Figure 3.6 is a plot of R\ vs. log(B0) with a least-squares trend line for each
diameter. A greater deviation of the data from the trend line was observed between the
235 milliTesla and 7 Tesla data points which may be attributed to a dispersion in R\ due
to the presence of dissolved oxygen in the water (Teng, 2001).
Within experimental error, the pure bulk water Ri was constant at 0.34 s"1 with
respect to field strength between 0.235 milliTesla and 7 Tesla, thus behaving as expected
(Bloembergen, 1948). Ri values for all glass beads displayed a negative slope. The
slope became more negative with decreasing particle diameter. For d > 1 mm, the slope
of the Ri versus frequency plots were the same within experimental error. For the two
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bead diameters less than 1 mm, the Ri value clearly increased with decreasing BG and the
negative slope became more pronounced. This trend is consistent with the model of
fast-exchange between sites of bound and bulk water. In large bead diameter samples,
the majority of the water in the voids is in bulk form. Bulk water shows very little field
dependence on Ri (Teng, 2001). However, as the bead diameter decreases, the fraction
of the bound-form to the bulk-form of water increases in the voids. The bound water
behaves more like a solid, where the Ri value decreases as field is decreased (Ferrante,
2005). Although this data is for a limited number of B0 values and particle diameters, R\
appears to be predictable as a function of field strength and particle diameter.
It is difficult to measure R2 data as a function of B0 owing to the unavailability of
commercial field cycling spectrometers similar to those used for the Ri measurements
outlined in this work. NMR relaxation theory stipulates that R2 > R\. Based on the data
of Figure 3.4 and NMR theory, the NMR signal ofwater as a function of d and B0 can be
estimated to be lower at B0 < 7 Tesla. Therefore, at lower B0 values, longer Tr and
shorter TE values will be needed to produce the same dependencies plotted in Figure 3.5.
3.6 Conclusions
All relaxation rates observed were nearly mono-exponential, supporting the
following two points. First, diffusion ofwater molecules between different environments
within a pore in the synthetic sands occurs at a rate faster than the NMR timescale.
Second, coupling or diffusion between the voids is strong or fast, or all the voids are
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similar. At a given B0 and temperature, log(Ri) and log(R2) are linear with respect to
log(d) for d < 1 mm. At d > 1 mm the Ri and R2 values are constant at their respective
values for bulk water. Ri values appear linear with respect to log(B0). According to
NMR relaxation theory, R2 values should behave similarly, although no data were
acquired due to the absence of commercial field cycling spectrometers that measure R2.
For mono-dispersed spherical sands, the overall spin density is expected to be
approximately constant at all particle diameters. The value of the overall spin density is
expected to equal the porosity. Although not shown experimentally, it can be speculated
that in simple bimodal particle distributions where the smaller particle diameter is much
less than the size of the voids between the larger particles, the small particles should fill
the voids between the larger particles with RCP. Under these conditions, it is expected
that the Ri and R2 values will tend to be governed by the water environment surrounding
the smaller particles.
The relative NMR signal strength from the water in fully hydrated mono dispersed
non paramagnetic rounded sands is predictable knowing the B0 and particle diameter. A
long TR, short TE is preferable to generate images where the contrast signal is dominated
by the spin density. A short Tr, short TE is preferable when the intent is to image
stratification affects in sand as a function of grain diameter.
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Laboratory scale Near-SurfaceMRI Device
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is typically performed by placing the imaged
object within spatially homogeneous magnetic and radio frequency (RF) fields. This
convention restricts MRI to system geometries which surround the imaged object with a
magnet and RF coil. Many applications could benefit from a surface MRI device where
the magnet and RF coil are adjacent to the imaged object. A proof-of-concept surface
MRI system has been developed which uses an inhomogeneous static magnetic field, RF
surface coil, and an unique reconstruction method to produce tomographic images. This
Chapter presents design details of a novel laboratory scale system and reconstruction
technique. Component measurements and overall system performance for resolution and
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) will be presented along with tomographic images produced
from several phantom targets. Penetration depth performance was evaluated and results
will be discussed.
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4.1 Introduction
Static magnetic fields are classified into two types, nearly homogeneous and
inhomogeneous. Throughout this chapter, the term homogenous will be used to describe
systems that approach this ideal, but in fact, no system that has been created thus far can
actually make that claim. Nevertheless, the concept of homogeneity will be applied to
describe these systems.
Homogeneous B0 fields are used commonly in laboratory instruments because of
the need to have precise measures of a quantity called chemical shift and J-coupling
(Abragam, 1961). Homogeneous fields are used in imaging (clinical applications)
because of the need to have improved resolution. Magnets typically used in these
systems are superconducting in their construction. Occasionally, one will find a
permanent magnet system that is producing a homogeneous B0 for both clinical and
laboratory work. However, permanent magnets are often used in inhomogeneous field
applications such as down-well water and hydrocarbon prospecting.
In the early 1950's Chevron (Dunn, 2002; Kleinberg, 2001) started looking into
the idea of using magnetic resonance for down-well analysis where the signal detection
occurs in a region a few centimeters away from the instrument. Early instruments
incorporated permanent magnets into their design due extreme conditions found in test
wells at depths of several hundred meters beneath the surface. The instrument design
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capitalized on the idea that relaxometry could be used to correlate MR signal amplitude
with a soil characteristic called porosity. Recall that we showed in Chapter 3 that
porosity can be used to predict the void space in randomly packed soils. Furthermore, the
MR signal could be analyzed by use of relaxation parameter estimation, to discriminate
between water and (more interestingly) hydrocarbon-based fluids. Based on this early
work as well as developing their own IP protected techniques, a company called
Schlumberger (Fairport, CT, USA) employs MR methods, as well as others, to survey the
world for oil and light hydrocarbon deposits. Today, Schlumberger still uses permanent
magnets in their down-well logging probes. These magnets produce inhomogeneous
fields that permeate (and therefore extract signal from) adjacent soils as the probe is
lowered into the well. The extracted signal is analyzed with a complex and proprietary
algorithm to predict the quantity and the quality of a given type of hydrocarbon. Depth
logs that accompany the MR signal are used to pinpoint the locations of these deposits.
Early non-invasive assessment of ground water resources via surface
measurements was first developed by Varian (Varian, 1962), and later refined by
Semenov (1987) using the Hydroscope. The Hydroscope method included sounding
capability which was an improvement over
Varian'
s concept. Large and moderate scale
magnetic resonance sounding (MRS) instruments are now commercially available, and
have shown acceptable performance under low earth's magnetic field (BEarth) and high
ambient noise conditions (Roy, 2003).
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Another more recent non-invasive application ofMR using inhomogeneous fields
is a device called the NMR Mouse (Blumich, 2002). The NMR Mouse uses a permanent
magnet in a single-sided configuration. It also employs the use of inhomogeneous fields
as well as a spin-echo pulses to produce spin-spin relaxation profiles ofpolymers such as
those found in automobile tires. Translation of the device by hand, allows a 2D spectral
images to be produced. Volumetric images can be produced with this device by varying
v0. It is unclear, with the current mouse embodiment, how the 2D
"slices"
would be
registered to render a volumetric image. However, based on the resources available to
work on the NMR Mouse technology, it is supposed that solutions have already been
found and other applications and designs are being investigated. Neither of these systems
uses frequency or phase encoding gradients or other techniques to localize a signal.
Many geophysical techniques use a linear inversion method for signal extraction
and location correlation. The inversion method does not produce a tomographic image,
but does produce linear spectra that can be correlated to sub-surface depth. Similarly, the
NMR Mouse produces spectra that are used to estimate relaxation quantities and
diffusion coefficients within the surface of a material. Because we are interested in
producing tomographic images with the laboratory scale device, a rastered projection
approach was selected. This tomographic imaging approach does not require frequency
and phase encoding to localize a signal. Furthermore, a region of interest can be isolated
by selecting a frequency within a range dictated by a static inhomogeneous field, B0.
Frequency selection is specified by changing the capacitance of an inductive-capacitive
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(LC) circuit of the electronic resonator that produces oscillating magnetic fields, Bi. A
laboratory scale device has been developed using these design requirements and testing
has been completed to understand its imaging characteristics. In several instances,
imaging characteristics of the laboratory device were estimated using a systems approach.
In down-hole devices, developed by Chevron and Schlumberger, MR signal is
interrogated to predict soil characteristics such as porosity as well as trying to determine
the kinds of fluids that are found in those voids. This is an example of the forward
problem, where an unknown sample (or input) is probed with magnetic fields and a signal
is recorded. Based on this signal, predictions are made about the unknown sample. In a
forward problem, the system transfer function is known. Our test scenario initially will
allow for signal quality assessment using a sample of known characteristics such as
material makeup and geometry, given the operating parameters of a MR detector. This is
an example of the system problem. Conducting tests in this mode will allow for better
understanding of the performance of the device and its system transfer function. Once
the system has been properly characterized, it can operate on unknown inputs, such as
those found at a service site in the field.
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4.2 Background
Knowledge ofMR quantities pertaining to moist soils as discussed in Chapter 3
and a thorough understanding of how the Earth's magnetic field behaves at shallow
depths within the ground as discussed in Chapter 2, is necessary for determining the
viability ofMRI for underground utility detection. Based on the results of these two prior
studies, a laboratory scaled imaging device was designed and developed. The device is
comprised of a rare earth magnet, a RF coil, a sample holder, a RF shielding cage, and
connectors. A host spectrometer instrument was used to control the excitation,
acquisition, and post processing of the signals obtained from the device. From the host,
the device appears as a passive NMR probe with characteristic 50 Q impedance load.
In this study, a laboratory scale device was developed and its imaging capabilities
were evaluated. This chapter outlines the characterization of various components used
with a single-sided magnet design, suitable for near-surface imaging. A laboratory-scale
unit would be useful to probe performance capabilities. Understanding the performance
capabilities of a prototype device would be a necessary step in the development of
technologies required to build a viable MRI near-surface device for detection of buried
utilities. This chapter is segmented into four parts which together give insight into the
performance of a rastered-backprojection MRI system to image near-surface features.
The four parts consist of a design overview for the laboratory scale device, component
characterization, pulse sequence optimization, and overall imaging performance.
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The feasibility of near-surface MRI and its utility for locating buried objects will
depend on a number of factors including the spatial resolution, dynamic range, spatial
distortion, contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR), signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and specificity of
the imaging system. A full description of these metrics is given in Section 2.3
Background in Chapter 2. This study will focus on the affects of resolution, SNR, and
specificity performance using recorded signal and imagery obtained from a laboratory-
scale, single-sidedMRI device.
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Figure 4.1 Diagram depicting the relaxation process of the transverse
magnetization, Mxy ( -) in the laboratory frame coordinate system. The static
field, B0 is shown aligned with the Z axis. After excitation, the net magnetization
begins to precess about the Z-axis at the Larmor frequency. During the relaxation
process, the longitudinal magnetization grows toward its equilibrium state, while the
transverse magnetization loses coherence. M0 is the equilibrium magnetization shown
aligned with the Z axis.
Two coordinate systems will be referred to in this chapter: the magnetic resonance,
and the magnetic resonance rotating frame. In the conventional magnetic resonance
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coordinate system, a static magnetic field, B0 is applied along +Z, so that the net
magnetization,Mis aligned along +Z. The +Z axis is often referred to as the longitudinal
axis. The conventional frame shown in Figure 4. 1 , the axes are defined as Z, X, and Y.
-x'
Figure 4.2 Diagram depicting the longitude (Z) and transverse (X-Y) magnetization in
the rotating frame coordinate system. In this coordinate system, the
X'
and
Y'
axes rotate
about the Z axis at the Larmor frequency. The static field, B0 and the polarizing RF field,
B] are shown with their respective axes. M0 is the equilibrium magnetization shown
aligned with the Z axis. During RF excitation, the magnetization is rotated by angle 0RF
equal to 90 into the transverse plane. In this plane, the net magnetization is aligned with
the positive Y'-axis and is called Mxy, the transverse magnetization.
In nearly homogeneous systems, slice selection gradients are applied in the longitudinal
direction to create a localized slice or surface in the transverse (X-Y) plane. In using
permanent magnets to create a static inhomogeneous field, the inherent B0 falloff
provides the gradient used for surface selection. The +Z axis in the magnetic resonance
rotating frame is the same as in the conventional case, but the X and Y axes are rotating
about +Z at a frequency v. Recall that v is proportional to the static field (B0) through
Equation 2.1 in Chapter 2. The axes in the rotating frame are denoted as Z,
X'
and Y'.
The rotating frame is useful in visualizing the rotational effects of a 90 degree RF pulse
on the net magnetization, M. As M is excited by a Bi pulse, the vector rotates into the
transverse plane aligned with +Y'. In the conventional frame, the net magnetization
would precess about the +Z with wider and wider excursions until it is entirely in the X-
Y plane. The transverse magnetization vector would be coherent and would rotate about
the Z axis. Hence, from the point of view ofM, the rotating frame would be stationary
as shown in Figure 4.2.
As stated in Chapter 2, the most commonly used imaging sequence in clinical
MRI is the spin-echo sequence. This sequence is illustrated in Figure 2.4, and consists of
90
and 180 RF pulses, and various localization field gradients imposed on B0. Recall
that these three gradients, Gs, G^, and Gf, are responsible for the encoding of signal
within a specific slice. The basis of a spin-echo sequence is the excitation of spins with
a
90
pulse allowing the spin to lose coherence, or dephase, for a period of time TE/2,
followed by a 180 pulse which refocuses the dephased spins and create a signal called an
echo at time, TE after the 90 pulse. The amount of signal, S, from a repeated spin-echo
pulse sequence was defined in Equation 2.8.
In near-homogeneous field systems, image information is typically acquired from
the selected imaging plane stored in k-space (Hornak, 2006). K-space is a spatial
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frequency domain created by using phase and frequency encoding of the NMR signal.
Phase and frequency encoding is performed by the application of phase and frequency
encoding gradients, G^ and Gf respectively, after RF excitation. In the spin-echo
sequence, the phase encoding gradient is applied between the
90
and
180
pulses. The
sequence is typically repeated multiple times while varying G^ between a maximum
G^max and minimum value to achieve N^, lines of k-space data. The frequency encoding
gradient is applied orthogonal to Gs and G<j, and after the 180 pulse. It is centered on the
echo and has a duration Xf in Figure 2.4. The sampling frequency, fs, is the number of
complex data points sampled, Nf, in time if. The N^ by Nf points of data is the k-space
representation of the image. A two-dimensional Fourier transform (FT) is performed on
the data and then its magnitude taken to construct the image. This image is a N<j, by Nf
tomographic image of the NMR signal within the slice thickness, Thk.
Another powerful approach used to create tomographic MR images is filtered-
backprojection (Lauterbur, 1973). In this technique, phase and frequency encoding
gradients, G<|> and Gf are not required, therefore less RF gradient hardware is needed for
imaging. Use of the projection technique poses different challenges on an imaging
system. These challenges pertain to rotation and sampling requirements needed to
properly record projection data. The slice selection gradient, Gs is still needed for depth
localization, however.
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A projection method using the Radon transform is used instead ofFT methods, to
encode spatial coordinates (x,y) onto projection-space coordinates (s,6), where s is
defined as
s = xcos& + ysinO. Eqn. 4.1
The Radon transform of a two-dimensional function, f[x,y) is made up of a collection of
projections, g(s,8) through the function at angles 0 < 0 < 180. Each point within g(s,6)
is the line integral of a line withinf[x,y) that is inclined at an angle 0, from the x-axis at a
distance s from the origin (Jain, 1989). The Radon transform is written as
g(s, 6) = J \f(x,y)S(xcosd + y sin 6 - s)dxdy, Eqn. 4.2
where 8( ) is the Dirac delta function, s is a distance from the origin, where -oo < s < oo,
and 0 is the inclination angle relative to the x axis, where 0 < 0 < 7t. The 8 function
possesses many useful properties, one being the sifting property. The sifting property of
the Dirac delta function may be interpreted as projecting f(x,y) on to a line ofDirac delta
functions, 8(xcos#+ ysin# - s) to produce the amplitude of f[xy) along that line
(Easton, 2004). For each angle 6, the function g{s,6) represents a projection, % where
each point along T is determined as the summation off[x,y) along a line specified by s as
shown in Figure 4.3. A collection of projections at various angles (0) is used to create a
sinogram. The sinogram is arranged so that the projections are stacked vertically as a
function of 8.
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Figure 4.3 Illustration of the spatial domain representation offx,y) and the Radon
representation for one point on the projection g(s,6) given as the line integral of <P.
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Figure 4.4a Illustration of the forward projection process. The spatial domain
f[x,y) is represented by A consisting of three spherical objects. Three projections for
0 equal to 90(B) , 45 (D) and 0 (C) are shown. Inset E shows the rotational
reference for 0.
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Figure 4.4b Illustration of three projections, B, C, and D used to create b(x,y) in the
spatial domain labeled as A. Three projections does not provide enough information to
determine the original object. The number of projections needed for proper reconstruction
will depend on information content of the original object.
To reconstruct the original two-dimensional function, fix,y), the sinogram is
processed with a backprojection operator. The reconstructed spatial function, b(x,y) is
given as
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b(x,y) = \g(x cos 0 + y sin 6, 0)d0, Eqn. 4.3
where substitution ofEquation 4.1 is applied to g(s,8), and integrated over 8 from 0 to n
radians. Backprojection represents the accumulation of the point projections of all the
lines passing through the point (xy).
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To have a complete reconstruction, each pixel (x,y) requires contributions from
projections from all directions. The forward and reconstruction processes are illustrated
in Figures 4.4a and 4.4b. It can be shown that the backprojection Radon transform
b(x,y) is a reconstruction of the image f(x,y) that has been blurred by the point spread
function (PSF),
1
PSFBP = Eqn. 4.4
yJ? '
Recall that the Fourier transform, F{}, of the PSF is the transfer function. To account for
these blurring affects, an inverse filter is constructed from the reciprocal of the transfer
function. The transfer function is determined directly with the use of the known Fourier
transform pair,
1
-F-
1
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Eqn. 4.5
where a pixel (x,y) in the spatial domain is mapped to a pixel (^,r|) in the frequency
domain. The original object, f[x,y) can be restored from the blurred backprojection
reconstruction, b(x,y), by applying a two-dimensional inverse filter whose frequency
9 9 1/9
response is given as (E, + n ) . To get around the computationally slow process of
performing a two-dimensional convolution in the spatial domain, a powerful theorem
called the central slice theorem will be used. The central slice theorem says that the one-
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dimensional Fourier transform of the projection g{s,6) with respect to s is equivalent to
the central slice of the two-dimensional Fourier transform of f[x,y) at the angle of 8.
Through the use of the central slice theorem, the true inverse Radon transform is obtained
using filtered backprojection. This method uses a one-dimensional filter, 9i, that has a
frequency response defined as ||, which is a one-dimensional version of the two-
dimensional inverse filter discussed earlier. A prefiltered version ofg(s, 6) is given as
g\s, 6) = J |<f|G(0) ds , Eqn. 4. 6
where G(^,8) is the one-dimensional Fourier transform of g(s, 8), with respect to s. In
Equation 4.6, G(^,8) is multiplied by the transfer function of 9l The inverse Fourier
transform of the product gives g'{s, 8). This result is backprojected to reconstruct the
original two-dimensional function, f[x,y). The filtered backprojection is shown in
Equation 4.7 using operator notation for backprojection () and one-dimensional Fourier
transform (Fi) with respect to s. The inverse ofF\ is given as F{\
f(x,y) =VF-^F^ff)]] Eqn. 4.7
Equation 4.7 shows that the inverse Radon transform is achieved by filtering the
projections in the Fourier domain and backprojecting the inverse Fourier transform of the
result. However the inverse Radon transform requires the filter function to be ||, which
emphasizes higher frequencies. In real systems where signal-to-noise is low at higher
frequencies, the application ofHwill enhance noise, leading to poorer image quality in
the final reconstruction. To limit the high frequency amplification effects due to the
frequency response of i^ a window function is applied. A generalized class ofwindowed
filters is given as
#()= |5|-W(5), Eqn. 4.8
where || is the original transfer function, and W(^) is a band limiting window function.
Commonly used backprojection filters have been developed using various band limiting
window functions such as a Rect(^) (Ram-Lak 1987) and Sine (Shepp-Logan, 1987).
Application of these band-limited filters within the backprojection process is done
directly by substituting of 9({) for | | in Equation 4.7.
The treatment for Radon transform and filter backprojection so far has assumed
continuous functions in (x,y) and (s,6). Care is needed to get good reconstruction results
using discrete, or sampled imagery. Sampling in the frequency domain for JH(Q and for
G(^,8) need to be suitably matched. Moreover, a fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm
will be used for the F\ operator, where zero-padding is used to extend the range of the
sampled function g(s,6) as required. The reconstructed image is obtained using a discrete
version ofEquation 4.7.
In the context of this chapter, the system transfer function pertains to the
frequency characteristics of the laboratory device and the host spectrometer.
Characterization of the device's subsystems involved measurement of the static and
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oscillating magnetic fields, RF coil quality factor (Q), coil bandwidth (BW), and the
signal to noise ratio (SNR). The coil Q is a measure of coupling efficiency at the circuit's
tuned or resonant frequency. The coil BW is used to determine the RF frequency
selectivity. SNR is a measure of signal quality and depends on the relationship between
the static and the oscillating fields, coil Q, coil BW, signal detection method, and the
susceptibility (p/p0) variations of the sample. The excitation of the sample begins with
the host spectrometer. The host provides a current source for RF pulse generated through
the RF coil of the device. RF pulse width, shape, and various intra-pulse delays are
controlled by the host through a pulse sequence programming environment. Once a MR
signal has been detected by the coil, the host is responsible for the amplification,
digitization, post processing, and storage of the signal.
RF Input/Output
O
Figure. 4.5. The resonant tune and match circuit for a surface RF coil
including an inductively coupled loop with fixed v0. This design has
been used with a, (3l,y and 8 coil sub-systems with good results for Q,
and SNR, and excellent stability performance.
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At the heart ofmany magnetic resonance imaging systems is a RF coil that emits
an oscillating magnetic field called the Bi field. Recall from Chapter 2 that the B! field
causes the net magnetization, M, to rotate by 90 or 180 in a pulse sequence. A RF coil
is also used to detect the transverse magnetization (Mxy) as it precesses in the X-Y plane.
RF coils are based on the application of Faraday's law for magnetic field detection and
propagation. Faraday's law describes coil inductive phenomena where a time-dependent
voltage V(t) is induced in a coil by application of a changing magnetic flux (B). This
relationship is described by Equation 4.9 where N is the number of turns in a simple coil.
V(t) = -N^- Eqn. 4.9
at
In general, there are three types of RF coils; transmit-only, receive only, and
transmit/receive coils. A transmit-only coil is used to create the B, field, while a receive-
only coil is used to detect or receive signal. Recall that the receive-coil detects the
magnetization component that is precessing in the transverse plane. Transmit/receive
coils serve as both the transmitter of the B, fields affecting Mand receiver ofRF energy
from Mxy. A well-tuned RF coil must resonate, or efficiently couple with, RF energy at
the Larmor frequency of system as dictated by B0.
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Typical imaging coils are comprised of an inductor element, as in windings of
copper or conductive sheets, and capacitive elements. The resonant frequency, v, of an
RF coil has a characteristic resonant frequency that is determined by
v = ==, Eqn. 4.10
2k41c
where L is the inductance, and C is the capacitance of the inductor capacitor (LC) circuit.
In many coil systems, re-tuning of the circuit is needed to account for changes in the
imaging medium. Retuning is also required when there are changes to the static field B0.
Tuning is accomplished by changing the capacitive element in the LC circuit.
Most inductive loops are continuous with no breaks as shown in Figure 4.5.
There are two predominate methods for exciting current flow within a continuous
inductor: capacitive and inductive coupling. Appling RF energy of frequency v to an
active circuit will generate a magnetic flux that will in turn excite current flow in an
adjacent passive coil. How well the coupling is between the active and the passive circuit
depends on the coupling efficiency of the method used. The coupling efficiency is often
determined by the impedance match of the passive circuit. Most RF coils have a
requirement of producing a 50 Q load, which allows for maximum match performance
for a resonant circuit. Inductive coupling was used predominantly in this experimental
work, because of its ease of implementation. In addition to the frequency tuning and the
50 Q. impedance match, a RF coil possesses another characteristic that depends on the
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frequency bandwidth (BWC0u) of the circuit. RF transmit/receive coils have a
characteristic figure of merit called quality factor, Q, that was defined in Chapter 2,
Equation 2.13. Therefore, a RF coil with a higher receiver bandwidth would
subsequently exhibit a lower Q. Noise increases whenever receiver bandwidths are
increased and or coil Q is decreased, which directly affects SNR and CNR performance.
RF coils are designed using different geometries depending on the application.
Volume coils surround an object to be imaged, while surface coils are placed adjacent to
the object. A surface-coil geometry will be used in this study because of the noninvasive
requirement imposed on our imaging of near-surface objects. It is well known that the
sensitivity of a surface coil drops off as the distance from the coil increases.
Consequently, SNR and CNR will be decreased due to signal attenuation as the depth
within an object is increased.
The method of signal detection will also have an impact on SNR. A quadrature
detector is a device which separates the Mx> and My components from the transverse
magnetization signal detected by the receiver coil. A central part of a quadrature detector
consists of a doubly balanced mixer (DBM). A doubly-balanced mixer has two inputs
and one output. Operationally, the DBM process two input signals Cos(A) and Cos(B), to
produce an output of 1/2 Cos(A+B) and 1/2 Cos(A-B). Thus, quadrature detection
improves the signal by a factor of 2, but also increases the noise by 2I/2. Moreover, the
echo signals detected in quadrature are stored as complex values.
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The oscillating field and the static field need to be orthogonal, for an imaging
system to work properly. A useful near-surface MRI device will need to be portable as
well as operate at lower static field strengths as discussed in Chapter 2. At field strengths
lower then 0.25 Telsa, a permanent magnet is a good choice for both of these
requirements.
Figure 4.6 Hysteresis curve for ferromagnetic materials. The curve a-b represents
the initial magnetization, where saturation occurs at b. The curve b-Br is
demagnetization to H equal to zero. Br is the residual or remanent flux density in
units of Tesla. The curve Br-Hc requires reverse field intensity to achieve a null B,
where Hc is the coercive field intensity in units ofA/m'1. The path Hc-c continues to
reverse all dipoles in the material until saturation is reached at point c.
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Rare earth magnets produce a high magnetic field with a low weight factor, and at low-
cost. A typical material used to construct a high performance magnet is neodymium-
iron-boron (NdFeB). This material is strongly ferromagnetic and is characterized by
magnetization and hysteresis curves illustrated in Figure 4.6. The magnetization of a
ferromagnetic material is shown in the a-b curve where at point a., the material is not
magnetized. As an external field (H) is applied to the material, it becomes polarized. H
is increased to a point where the ferromagnetic material becomes saturated at point b.
When H is removed, the material relaxes to the remanence point (Br) on the B-H curve.
In the absence of an applied field, H, and at standard temperature and pressure (STP), a
permanent magnetic will act as a source of magnetic flux (B). The magnet will behave
like a north-south dipole, with field density more concentrated at the poles. In a typical
disc magnet, the north and south poles are each located on its respective flat surface.
Magnetic flux will be a maximum on this surface and fall off (decrease) at a rate of
roughly r
~2
where r is the distance measured normal to this surface. Because of the
hysteresis characteristic curve of ferromagnetic materials, field flux fall-off as a function
of position, and changing orientation of the field depending on position, permanent
magnets produce fields that are inhomogeneous. In this chapter, we are interested in
leveraging the non-linear field flux characteristic of a NdFeB permanent magnet to
produce a gradient in the Z or depth direction. This gradient will serve as the slice
selection gradient, Gs, for this instrument. The depth of interest can be localized, by
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selecting a specific resonance frequency. It is this method of localization, more
commonly referred to as slice selection in nearly homogeneous field imagers, that will be
used. Because of the non-linear nature of magnetic flux with a north-south disc
magnetic, localized surfaces will be curved.
Spatial characteristics of an imaging system are important for understanding its
performance for resolving features. The point spread function (PSF) provides a measure
of the system's spatial resolution (Goodman, 1968) and can be used to determine the
modulation transfer function, MTF. In this treatment, the edge spread function (ESF) of
the system will be measured. Using notation borrowed from Jack Gaskill (1978), the line
spread function (LSF) is determined from the ESF by
ESF(x) = step(x) *LSF(x), Eqn. 4.11
where x is an independent spatial variable, * denotes convolution, and the Step function
(Gaskill, 1987) is defined as
Step(x) =
o,
1
2 ' x
= 0
l x>0
Eqn. 4.12
The LSF is estimated by taking the derivative of the ESF. Therefore, the ESF is
equivalent to the LSF convolved with a Step function. Once the LSF is known, the
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corresponding profile of the system transfer function can be determined by
Fl{LSF(x)}=HPSF(,0) , Eqn. 4.13
where Fi{} is the one-dimensional Fourier transform, LSF(x) is the line response, and
77psf( ^,0 ) is the ^-axis profile of the transfer function. Due to the properties of the
Radon transform, the estimated LSF from projections will essentially be equivalent to the
one-dimensional slice of the PSF. Estimates of the ESF can be generated using a
Gaussian function convolved with the Step(x) function. The Gaus(x/Z>) function is
defined as,
Gaus(y) = expb
-n
'x^2
\bj
Eqn. 4.14
where x is the independent spatial variable, and the parameter b controls the width of the
Gaussian function. Using this approach assumes that the projected LSF can be suitably
modeled by a Gaussian function. Simulated ESFs can be created using Equation 4.14
and various width Gaussians and compared to the measured edge spread function.
The results obtained from prior ground-truth studies have influenced the design of
the MR near-surface imaging device. The design approach being proposed for the
laboratory-based device will use inhomogeneous fields for imaging. The device will
consist of a single-sided detector and transmitter. The system will initially use a spin-
echo sequence to generate a MR signal. The spin-echo will be similar to that shown in
Figure 4.3, but without the localization gradients, Gs, G/, and G9. Instead, Gs will be
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defined by the
1/r2 falloff in field strength characteristic of a permanent magnet.
Mechanical stepping in s and 8 will provide the other necessary sampling required to
produce a tomographic image. The device will be portable. The designwill be adaptable
so that many kinds of experiments can be run. The basic requirement is to detect !H
signal from the water in the surrounding soils. This technique is based on imaging of the
NMR signal from the water in the voids between the soil particles. In such images, near-
surface features such as pipes and rocks lacking water will appear dark while the
surrounding hydrated soil will appear bright.
In the laboratory setting, proton rich sample media will be varied. It is assumed
that macroscopic spatial variations in magnetic susceptibility, %m, for all sample media
used will be small and less than 1%. Recall Equation 2.2, from Chapter 2, showing the
scalar effects that Xm has on the magnetic fields experienced by the sample. Therefore,
the correspondingly small spatial variations in B0 will not affect the Boltzmann terms
(Bq/T) described earlier in Equation 2.3. It is also assumed that these small spatial
variations in Bi will similarly not affect the rotation term of Equation 2.5. Furthermore,
the small variations in B0 will not have an effect on spin-lattice relaxation rate, Ri, as it
only varies appreciably over orders ofmagnitude of B0 as discussed in Chapter 2. Spin-
spin relaxation rate, R2, may vary by a greater amount with B0, but we will assume it to
behave similar to Rh Therefore, it is acceptable to assume uniform relaxation and
neglect their affects in this treatment.
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4.3 Experimental
A schematic of the Proof-of-concept MRI device is shown in Figure 4.7. In this
system, a permanent magnet source produces a static field, B0, along the Z axis and a
butterfly coil (Munsat, 1995) adjacent to the magnet surface produces a RF field, Bj. The
resulting imaging sensitive region for this configuration is defined by a plane parallel to
the Z axis which bisects the center of the RF coil. For an RF coil resonant at a frequency
v0, B0 equals v0 divided by the gyromagnetic ratio in a curved surface above the magnet.
Due to the requirement that B, _L B0, spins are only excited in an arc above the magnet
and RF coil, and in the XY plane as seen in Figure. 4.7b. Recall from Chapter 2,
Equation 2.10, the thickness (Thk) of the arc is determined by the bandwidth of the
excitation RF pulses and the gradient in B0. The NMR signal as a function ofX location
of the RF coil represents the projection of the NMR signal in the curved surface onto the
projection axis, (P, or the Y-axis in this case. The projection geometry is shown in Figure
4.7c. Varying the orientation of the RF coil in the XY-plane will produce projections at
angles 6 about Z. This two-dimensional imaging is similar to projection imaging
(Lauberbur, 1973) except the imaged surface is curved. Reconstruction of the image
involves warping of the result of the inverse Radon transform (Deans, 1993) onto the
curved surface.
The characterization of various components comprising the device, shown in
schematic form in Figure 4.7a, have been completed. The magnet subsystem consists of
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Figure 4.7 Schematic representation of a.) the near-surface MRI device, b.) the
resonance location in the ZY plane, and c.) the projection of the NMR intensity
signal in the resonance location as the RF coil is translated in X.
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a stack of four 7.62 centimeter diameter by 1.27 centimeter-thick disc NdFeB magnets
(Edmund Scientific, Tonawanda, NY). The RF source is a 7 centimeter-diameter
butterfly coil. Three slightly different butterfly coil designs were used over the course of
this work. Schematic drawings of the three transmit/receive coils are shown in Figure
4.8. The coils delta (8) and alpha (a) were inductively-coupled, while the beta (P) coil
was capacitively-coupled. The alpha and beta coils consisted of 7 turns of #26 Copper
wire in a 2 millimeter thick Teflon form. The delta coil uses 5 turns of #30 copper wire.
A capacitance of 34 pF gives v0 = 14.5 MHz which is the approximate resonant
frequency for the alpha and beta designs. Resonance for the delta design was measured
at a slightly lower frequency of 12.5 MHz. The thickness of the RF coil and associated
Figure. 4.8. Schematic drawings of the RF butterfly shaped transmit/receive
coil geometries depicting the LC circuitry in black and the coupling circuitry in
red. Coils (a) and (c) are inductively coupled and referred to as alpha (a) and
delta (8) respectively. Coil (b) is capacitively coupled, and referred to in the text
as beta (P). Coils (a) and (b) has seven windings of #26 Cu wire per side while
(c) has five of #30. Early coil designs (a & b) have been superseded by an
optimized design (c), referred to as 8 .
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ground plane sets the minimum imaging depth of 4 millimeters. The X, Y, and Z
components of the B0 and Bi magnetic fields within the cylindrical volume above the
disk magnet and RF coil were measured using a Hall-probe Gauss meter and a micro
three-axis pickup coil array, respectively. An NMR spectrometer (referred to as the host)
provides the RF power source; pulse sequencing programming environment; signal
detection, digitization, and processing circuitry; and file storage system.
To achieve better imaging results, the entire assembly was located within a Faraday
cage to reduce environmental noise contamination in the recorded echo signal. Non
magnetic translational (As) and rotational (Ad) positioning arms as shown in Figure 4.9
are used to move the coil and the sample cup, respectively. The transmit/receive coil
was connected to a Bruker DRX-300 NMR host-spectrometer. A 109Ag (13.96 MHz)
nucleus was used to get close to the target resonant frequency of 14 MHz as required by
the P-version of the RF coil. The maximum power output from this host instrument is
100 Watts. A spin-echo sequence was used for proton excitation. Recall the spin-echo
timing diagram from Chapter 2, Figure 2.4. In this setting TE was set at 2 milliseconds,
Tr set at 1 second, dwell time set at 3.35 micro seconds, 90/180 pulse width was set at
50 microseconds, and 907180 pulse power attenuation set at 1.5 and 4.5 dB
respectively. A recorded spin-echo using 512 averages and 128 complex points was
used to estimate the signal intensity for a single point on a projection. The proton-rich
medium used for all experiments was consumer grade white petroleum jelly (White
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Petroleum Jelly, Wegmans, Rochester, NY). To pursue depth capability studies with the
device, a different spectrometer was used that could provide higher RF power and faster
Rotational Aim
Translational Arm
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Figure 4.9 Schematic of the laboratory scale device. Diagram shows the Faraday shield
container with translation and rotational components. Signal cabling is not shown.
signal sampling. Designed for solids analysis, this spectrometer would provide an order
ofmagnitude improvement in available RF power while also providing a 3-times faster
digitizer as compared to the DRX-300 host. An instrument that met all of these
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requirements was found at the Xerox Corporation research laboratories (Webster, New
York).
4.3.1 Imaging Test Phantoms
In preparation for using proof-of concept device, five petroleum jelly filled Teflon
phantoms were designed and fabricated. One phantom was designed specifically for
maximizing signal with the device, while other radially symmetric and non-symmetric
phantoms were needed to further our understanding of the device's imaging performance.
Figure 4.10 Petroleum jelly filled Teflon phantoms: 1) single-cylinder,
2) asymmetric two-cylinder, 3) cylinder with a cylindrical zero-signal
plug, 4) asymmetric four-slot made up of torus shaped cylinders, and 5)
an edge spread function target.
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The symmetric phantoms, the single-cylinder and the cylinder with a zero-signal plug as
shown in Figure 4.10, were used to create a two-dimensional image with filtered
backprojection reconstruction. Two phantom designs called two-cylinder and four-slot
were specifically designed to be radially non-symmetric while exploiting relatively easy
to machine (i.e., milling tool) geometries. The single-cylinder phantom was designed to
maximize the volume of the signal bearing material, thus maximizing the signal that
could be acquired with our device. The last phantom design, called the edge spread
function phantom, was more elaborate in its geometry due to it's sharp corners. All five
phantom designs have been fabricated using a non-'H signal bearing material (Teflon).
4.3.2 Signal Optimization using Sample with 100 Watt Host
Pulse sequence optimization was completed initially with a Bruker DRX 300 MHz
host system using its internal probe resonating near 300 MHz. Signal acquisition was
initially optimized using a conventionally prepared sample. A petroleum jelly sample
contained within a 5 millimeter NMR tube was used. The sample height in the tube was
approximately one centimeter. The sample was placed into a Bruker 300 MHz
spectrometer. The parameters that describe this pulse sequence are TR, TE, and the
applied static magnetic field. Four properties of the spin-bearing material also have an
impact on the NMR signal magnitude. These properties include sample temperature (T),
p, R2, and Ri. The relaxation properties of the petroleum jelly material were measured
with the 300 MHz Bruker DRX spectrometer, and were 216 ms and 160 ms for
Rf1
and
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R2"', respectively. For all experiments, the sample temperature and pressure were held
constant at standard conditions. The spin density of the petroleum material was not a
variable in our testing and was assumed to be constant.
In the Bruker xwinnmr ver. 2.6 signal acquisition software, the sweep width (sw)
was set at approximately 149 KHz, and the number of ensemble averages set at 256
samples (for signal to noise improvement). Additionally, the spin-echo pulse program
requires that the
90
and 180 RF pulses be fully specified. The parameters that control
the RF pulse description include the pulse shape, the pulse width (its), and the power
attenuation (dB). These pulse descriptors were experimentally varied and the signal
intensity was measured for each case. Two RF pulse shapes (Sinc3 and Gaussian) were
selected based primarily on two characteristics: a limited support in both time and
frequency domains, and phase preservation within those domains. The power-attenuation
was varied from -6 dB to over 40 dB to look for general trends in signal amplitude. The
-6 dB is the highest power setting, which for the DRX-300 host is approximately 100
Watts. Pulse widths of 50, 200 and 800 jus were studied for both the Sinc3 and Gauss
shaped pulses.
Detection of the signal was achieved automatically through the software pulse
program coupled with the transmit/receive hardware of the Bruker instrument. Recall
that an NMR signal generated from the relaxation of excited protons, is a direct
consequence of a spin-echo pulse sequence, and its governing parameters. The detected
signal is amplified, digitized, averaged using 256 realizations, and recorded by the host
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system. The relative signal intensity was determined at each experimental condition.
This intensity value was determined from the peak of the calculated magnitude of the
complex time-domain spin-echo signal. The maximum amplitude observed at a given
power attenuation and pulse width would correspond to the optimum condition for the
90/180 rotation needed for the spin-echo sequence.
4.3.3 Signal Optimization using Device with 100 Watt Host
A follow up experiment conducted at 12.4 MHz was required to corroborate the
results observed at 300 MHz using conventional methods. In this second series of
experiments, the single cylinder phantom shown in Figure 4.10 was used as the target.
The phantom void was filled with petroleum jelly and placed on top and in contact with
the 5-version RF surface-coil with the whole subassembly was housed inside a Faraday
chamber as was shown in Figure 4.9. The chamber's main function is to reduce
environmental noise contamination from man-made sources. The air-gap between the
ground plane on the bottom surface of the coil and the top of the static magnet (B0) was
set to 8 millimeters. Communication between the inductively coupled device and the
host spectrometer was accomplished using a 50-Q coaxial BNC cable. A direct X-
channel connection between our device and the host was accomplished by bypassing the
secondary prefilter of the QNP control module. In this configuration, the device behaves
like a passive NMR probe housed inside the bore of the spectrometer instrument. The
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impedance-match of our device was measured and found to be close to 50 ohms as
required by the host.
The design of the single-sided coil used with the proof-of-concept device is similar
to that used in a transmit/receive antenna. Using the RF coil in transmit mode, a spin-
echo RF-pulse sequence is used to excite hydrogen proton spins along the resonant arc as
was shown in Figure 4.7b. In an earlier study, the relaxation properties of the petroleum
jelly material were measured with the 300 MHz Bruker DRX spectrometer and were
estimated as 216 ms and 160 ms for Rf1 and R2_1, respectively. To account for the static
field gradient of our magnet system, TE was set to roughly
R2_I /100, or 2 ms. TR was set
equal to 5 times Rf1 (set to ~1 second) for all experimental acquisitions. For all
experiments, the sample temperature and pressure were held constant at standard
conditions. The spin density of the petroleum material was not a variable in our testing
and was assumed to be constant.
During imaging acquisition, the sampling dwell time (DW) was fixed at 3.35
microseconds and the number of ensemble averages to 512 samples (for signal to noise
improvement). The spin-echo pulse program used in the prior study was duplicated here.
A similar detection scheme used before was implemented with one change, in that 512
realizations were recorded to achieve better SNR. An intensity value was determined
from the peak of the calculated magnitude of the complex time-domain echo signal using
the mc command in xwinnmr. A maximum signal amplitude was determined from the
trend data. Power-attenuation and pulse-width parameters used to produce the largest
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signal were considered optimized for the 90/180 rotation and were incorporated into a
spin-echo sequence used for imaging. The resulting intensities were plotted for each
pulse shape using the corresponding power setting as the dependent variable.
4.3.4 Imaging with Phantoms
Imaging parameters optimized using methods described above were used to acquire
intensity data making up several projections from our newly fabricated phantoms. In
Figure 4.9, a Faraday cage equipped with a translation arm and a rotation dial was used in
all imaging experiments. The non-radially symmetric phantoms were scanned using the
acquisition parameters outlined above. Five projections of the asymmetric four-slot
phantom were recorded with a sampling pitch of approximately 0.055 inches. A total of
28 samples were acquired for each projection. Five different projection angles were
acquired at 0, 30, 45, 60, and 90 degrees relative to an arbitrary datum established
mechanically on the external surface of the phantom.
The experimentally produced projection points were computed using nine points
extracted from the magnitude signal. Figure 4.11 illustrates this process. A simple 5-
point triangular-windowing technique was used to smooth the magnitude data. After
filtering these nine values, the intensity value representing the peak was recorded as a
function ofposition for the final projection plot. The experimentally acquired projections
are compared to ideal projections created using a computer model. Similar scans of the
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Figure 4.11 Schematic illustrating the acquisition of an intensity point on the 0
equal to 0 projection. A spin-echo signal is recorded for a given coil position
relative to the phantom target. The magnitude of the signal is estimated from
nine points using a 5-tap trapezoidal windowing method. The maximum
intensity is recorded as a point located at s on the projection <P(0,s).
asymmetric two-cylinder phantom were captured. The projection angles acquired for this
target were 0, 30, 60 and 90 degrees, respectively.
A similar method was used to acquire the projection data obtained from the two
symmetrical phantoms, namely the single-cylinder and the cylinder with a cylindrical
zero signal plug (annulus). One projection was collected for each phantom, using 28 to
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30 samples at a sampling pitch of approximately 0.055 inches. Intensity values were
estimated using a 5 -point averaging window technique and accumulated into a single
projection. By leveraging the symmetry of these phantoms, a full two-dimensional
reconstruction was generated. This was accomplished by duplicating a single-projection
for all other projection angles. Various low-noise filters were applied to the entire
collection of projections used in the backprojection reconstruction to create rendered
images.
4.3.5 Edge Spread Function
One important characteristic of a spatial image is resolution. One method used to
estimate the resolution performance for a imaging device is to measure its ESF. A
custom phantom, shown in Figure 4.10, was created to measure this characteristic in a
way that does not sacrifice the availability of signal. Special attention was given to
phantom alignment within the proof-of-concept device, so that edge skew blurring
artifacts would be minimized. The phantom void was filled with white petroleum jelly
to provide a stable source of *H protons. Spatial sampling of the target was set to 0.025
inches, which is the mechanical limit for the current embodiment for the device. Pulse
program parameters, used to acquire all previous projection data, were used to acquire
spin-echo signal data. Similarly, roughly 23 points were collected, and the peak
intensities were determined using earlier methods.
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4.3.6 Acquisition with lOOOWatt host
The 1000 Watt instrument was fairly straight forward to setup. The acquisition
parameters and pulse programs were downloaded from the 300 MHz host over the
internet using FTP. The downloaded pulse program needed an #include file at the top
of the code in order to work properly within the newer acquisition environment. The
Gaussian pulse was modified to account for the newer software environment (xwinnmr
V 3.6 Linex) and the faster digitizer. One thousand points were used to create the
1 0^
Gaussian-shaped pulse using the shape tool provided with xwinnmr. A Rh
(12.594148 MHz) nucleus was used to get close to the target resonant frequency of 12.4
MHz.
The device was connected to the 1000 W host system in a fashion similar to that
used with the 300 MHz host, i.e., 8 mm spacing. The device appears as a passive probe
to the host in this configuration. The target used for a proton source was the petroleum
jelly filled single-cylinder phantom, seen in Figure 4.10 and used in prior experiments.
The 400 MHz superconducting magnet was by-passed at the secondary prefilter of the
QNP control module located on the floor near the base of the instrument. Because this
was a solid-state spectrometer, there were several more prefilter modules as compared to
the 300 MHz spectrometer. The prefilter module used was labeled as "X-channel High
Power", which was also rated at 12-32 MHz. A direct BNC connection from this module
was tied into a bi-directional co-axial coupler (rated 50-1000 MHz) for simultaneous
interrogation of the RF signal going into the device as well as interrogation of the
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reflected signal. The proof-of-concept device was connected to one end of the coupler
and a 45 dB attenuated LeCroy 9354A 500 MHz oscilloscope was connected to the other
end. No external attenuation was used.
The power-attenuation needed with the new host system to match the attenuation
used with the legacy 300 MHz host system was determined to be 11 dB and 8 dB for the
90
and the 180 degree pulses, respectively. However, it was determine that a 3 dB
difference, relative to a 90 pulse produced a 127.43 pulse which is not the full 180
rotation required. However, acceptable results where obtained for both cases. The
acquisition parameters that were used to control the 90 and the 180 power-attenuation
were SP2 and SP3, respectively. Initially, the attenuation was set to a conservative level
of 13 and 10 dB, respectively. A short acquisition experiment was run to ascertain
proper performance. The receiver gain (rg) parameter was adjusted by-hand initially.
Subsequently, an internal program was run to determine the receiver gain using a
recursive algorithm (rga) supported in xwinnmr. The final gain factor used was
approximately 16K (16,384) for all subsequent acquisitions. Within the acquisition
parameters, an acquisition delay parameter (de) was increased to 20 jus to get rid of the
ring-down residual signal from the host amplifier. The dwell time (dw) parameter was
initially set to 3.35 jus to match what was used with prior experiments.
A small series of approximately nine experiments were run to converge on the
proper power attenuation for optimal
907180 RF pulses. The attenuation was varied
from 11, 8 dB to 15, 12 dB at 0.5 dB increments. The data was recorded and saved in
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separate files. Magnitude calculations of the complex echo signal were used to estimate
the signal intensity in the time domain. The intensity value was recorded.
For the next series of experiments, several changes were made in the acquisition
parameters in order to achieve faster acquisition performance with minimal impact on
signal amplitude. The acquisition parameters were changed to the following settings; TR
= 0.2 sec, dwell = 1.333ms, number of recorded data points = 1024, and sample-
averaging = 1000. A 0.125 inch-thick spacer was placed on the bottom of the static
magnet causing the air gap to be reduced from 8 mm to 4.825 mm. This is shown in
Figure 4.9. The 90/180 pulse difference was increased from 3 dB to 6 dB to increase
the acquired signal amplitude. The SP2 and SP3 parameters were varied from 9 and 3 dB
to 20 and 14 dB, respectively using an increment of one dB. The results of each
acquisition were recorded and saved in individual files. An auxiliary program called
TopSpin was used to compare the signal intensities, i.e., magnitude, for these
experiments.
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4.4 Results and Discussion
Figure 4.12 represents three-dimensional magnitude and vector maps of B0 and B) field
characteristics for the P-version of the transmit/receive coil. The contour plot shows the
magnitude of the transverse RF field as a function of the longitudinal (Z) distance, where
the fields were measured through the central lead of the coil. Notice the l/r2-drop off in
RF Field Log1 0 Magnitude and ZY Quiver for Horizontal Slice at Center
Z position X position
Figure 4.12 A three dimensional performance description for the pi-version of our RF coil
design. The contour plot shows the magnitude of the transverse RF field as a function of
longitudinal distance as measured through the central lead (i.e. where y is fixed at the point of
symmetry) of the coil. Notice the
1/r2
drop off in signal magnitude as the Z-distance is
increased relative to the coil surface. On top of the signal magnitude vs. Z and X distance is a
normalized vector plot of the transverse fields as measured with a 3-axis pick-up coil. The red
curve overlay is the longitudinal component of the static B0 field resonance surface at 12.35
MHz. The Z and X distances are reported in centimeters relative to the coil surface.
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field strength as the Z-distance is increased relative to the coil surface. On top of the
figure is a normalized vector plot of the transverse fields as measured with a custom 3-
axis pick-up coil. The red curve overlay is the longitudinal component of the static B0
field where resonance is fixed at 12.35 MHz. Three-dimensional magnitude and vector
maps of the B0 and Bi fields show that minimum imaging requirements for
perpendicularity have been met.
nucleus = 109fig
sweep width = 4.000 MHz
tuning frequency = 14.415 MHz
actual frequency = 14.419 MHz
Figure 4.13. An example of system Q for the pi-coil as observed at the host
computer. The laboratory device was configured with the single cylinder
phantom centered over the imaging sensitive region of the RF coil. The !H signal
bearing material used was petroleum jelly. The coil was tuned to 14.4 MHz. As
demonstrated in this case, the 50-Q impedance match was found to be
remarkable.
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Recall Equation 2.13, that RF transmit/receive coils possess a characteristic figure
called quality factor (Q). The Q of the RF circuitry of the device was measured using
the 300 MHz host software. A utility supported within xwinnmr called wobb was used
to display the characteristic curve for a resonator circuit as shown in Figure 4.13. Q
performance can be estimated from this curve. With the device configured with the
optimum RF coil design (5-coil), the resonant frequency was determined as 12.348 MHz.
The full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the peak can be estimated by inspection of the
curve shown in Figure 4.13. The FWHM-frequency range was found to be 0.29 MHz
based on recent data collected during the ESF experiment. For a resonator circuit, Q is
defined as the ratio of the v divided by the coil bandwidth, BWC0\\. Based on this
calculation, Q was estimated to be 42.6. This was considered a low-Q coil and because
of its bandwidth, this coil accepts a wide frequency spectrum for excitation pulses and
for signal detection. However, noise can be a problem with low-Q systems.
The signal to noise ratio (SNR) for the delta-coil device was estimated though the
300 MHz host system. During the acquisition of spin-echo signal, averaging was
performed. Typically 512 separate spin-echo signals were averaged together, which
provided an estimated 23-fold improvement in SNR, assuming that the level of SNR
improvement is proportional to the square root of the number of averages. A quasi-real-
time display of the spin-echo signal was observed at the host computer. The signal
magnitude and the accompanying noise magnitude and excursion was evaluated directly
from the display. Using the ratio of the signal level and the noise excursion estimate,
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SNR was found to be approximately 8. This level of performance can be attributed to
several factors. The largest contributing factor can be explained with Figure 4.14,
which illustrates the imaginary magnetic field lines for the static and oscillating RF
contributions. Perpendicularity results of these two fields was demonstrated with the
data comprising Figure 4.12. Recall that signals were acquired from the entire three-
dimensional surface for a prescribed slice, of thickness Thk. This surface resembles an
upside-down shallow bowl or spherical cap. In Equation 2.8, the echo signal-
RF Coil
BoxB,
B0=v/y
Figure 4.14 Diagram showing the imaginary magnetic field lines for a static magnet
(black) and an oscillating RF coil (blue). The resonance condition is shown as a
curved line in this illustration, although the actual shape would be a curved surface
similar in appearance to an inverted shallow bowl.
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is formed TE/2 after the application of the 180 pulse. The signal is assumed to regain
it's coherence in the transverse plane. However, when imaging with inhomogeneous
fields using a curved geometry, the probability of achieving the condition of complete-
coherence is low. When the magnetization vector (Mxy) is smeared out in the transverse
plane, the signal becomes weak. Therefore inhomogeneous magnetic fields were largely
responsible for the device's low SNR performance. To improve SNR performance, a
different pulse sequence may be employed that will allow for the acquisition ofmultiple
echoes within a given TR period. Using this sequence is expected to improve SNR by a
factor of two or three.
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4.4.1 RF Pulse Optimization
The results obtained using the procedure outlined in the Section 4.3.3 is shown in
Figure 4.15. Acquisition optimization using two well-behaved RF pulse shapes was
completed at approximately 100 W using the Gauss shaped-pulse. The data obtained
with the Gauss shaped pulse proved to be better behaved as compared to the Sinc3
shaped-pulse over a larger power range for the three pulse widths studied. The shortest
pulse width of 50 [is was selected by direct application of the similarity theorem
(Bracewell, 1986) of Fourier transform pairs. The intent was to excite the broadest, i.e.,
maximize the Thk parameter, swath through our proton rich material held within the void
-200us = 800us
10 20 30
Power (dB) for 90
Figure 4.15 RF Pulse optimization with Gaussian-shaped pulses at -100Watts. Three
pulse widths were evaluated, 50, 200 and 800 micro seconds, respectively. The delta coil
was used with resonance established at 12.4 MHz.
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of the single cylinder phantom. The experiment was re-run with finer sampling using the
50 jus width Gaussian pulse. The largest signal was found using -1 .5 and -4.5 dB for the
90
and the 180 respectively as shown in Figure 4.16. Imaging experiments using the
device can proceed, once the optimum RF pulse shape and power attenuation is found for
the imaging medium.
80000
Delta Probe @ 12.4 MHz with Gaussian (50us) pulse
Signal 1 ---o--- s ignal 2
-2024
Power (dB) of90 degree pulse
Figure 4.16 Further RF pulse optimization with Gaussian-shaped pulse at -100Watts
using the delta coil. The pulse width was fixed to 50 micro seconds. Resonance was
established at 12.4 MHz.
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4.4.2 Imaging
Imaging with two non-radially symmetric phantoms was accomplished using the
procedure outlined in Section 4.3.4. Five projections for 8 equal to 0, 30, 45, 60, and 90
degrees have been obtained using the four-slot phantom. Comparisons of an
experimentally produced projection to its theoretical projection can be made directly, as
shown in Figure 4.17. The spatial stepping used in the ^ direction was constant for all
projections and set to 0.05 inches. Similar results for four projections were obtained for
the asymmetric two-cylinder phantom data. These results are shown in Figure 4.18.
Similar comparisons of experimentally acquired projections relative to the theoretical can
be made. In both cases, the agreement between the experimental and theoretical
projections was found to be acceptable. No further image processing was done.
Two-dimensional images were reconstructed using various forms of
backprojection. The first image was based on the single-cylinder phantom where
projection data were acquired from the proof-of-concept device equipped with the beta-
coil design. The phantom was filled with petroleum jelly and imaged at a resonant
frequency of 14.5 MHz. The illustration in Figure 4.19 compares the measured
projection data to the predicted projection based on the geometry of the phantom. The
image on the right in Figure 4.19 was created using a backprojection technique without
additional filtering. The rendered image was produced by leveraging the symmetrical
property of the target, where T(8 = 0) was used for all projection angles. The 1(8 = 0)
projection was recorded using 1 7 points with a spatial sampling (s) of 0.05 inches. The
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Figure. 4.18. Experimental (blue) and theoretical (red) projection data acquired from
the two-cylinder asymmetric phantom. The inset A. represents 9 = 0. Subsequently,
insets B. represents 9 = 30, C. 9 = 60, and D. 9 = 90 degrees. The spatial stepping in
the x-direction (Ax) was constant for all acquisitions, and set at 0.05" or 1.27 mm.
resulting image lacks sharpness when compared with the ideal image simulated in
software. As expected, a curved slice through the phantom produced a two-dimensional
image resembling a circle.
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Figure 4.19 First image acquired with MRI prototype using the 132 RF coil. A single-
cylinder phantom filled with petroleum jelly was imaged at a resonant frequency of 14.5
MHz. The illustration shown on left compares the measured projection data to predicted
projection for the geometry used. Using a backprojection reconstruction technique,
without filtering compensation, created the rendered the image shown on right. The
rendered image was produced by leveraging symmetry, where <P(Q=0) was used for On <
Q <2n projections. The <P(Q=0) projection slice was recorded using 1 7 points with spatial
sampling, AX = 0.05 inches. Each projection point $(x) was recorded using signal
averaging of 512 separately acquired spin echoes. As expected, a curved slice through the
cylindrical phantom produced a 2-D rendered image of a circle.
A second image was acquired with the proof-of-concept device configured with the delta
(8-coil) resonating at 12.45 MHz. A single-cylinder with zero-signal, cylindrical plug
phantom filled with petroleum jelly was used as the target. The procedure discussed in
Section 4.3.4 was used for acquiring the projection data. Figure 4.20A shows results
comparing the experimentally produced projection to a computer simulation with no
noise. The agreement between the two projections is better than that of the prior case.
A full two-dimensional rendering of the phantom is shown in Figure
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-Measured
10 15 20
B.
Figure 4.20 Second image acquired with MRI prototype using the 82 RF coil. A "zero-signal
plug"
phantom with the void filled with petroleum jelly was imaged at a resonant frequency of
12.4 MHz. The illustration shown in part A. compares the measured projection data to
predicted for the geometry used. A backprojection reconstruction technique, with a custom
band-pass, DC-reject filtering, was used to create the rendered the image shown in part B. The
rendered image was produced by leveraging symmetry, where <P(Q=0) was used for On < 0 <
In projections. The <fl(9=0) projection slice was recorded using 33 points with spatial
sampling, AX = 0.05 inches. Each projection point <P(x) was recorded using signal averaging of
512 separately acquired spin echoes. As expected, a curved slice through the phantom produced
a 2-D rendered image of a doughnut.
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4.20B, where filtered-backprojection reconstruction was used. A custom band-pass, DC-
block filter was used in the filtered backprojection process. Similar to the first rendered
image shown in Figure 4.19, this image was produced by applying G(d = 0) to all other
projection angles. The projection (p(8 = 0) was recorded using 33 points with a spatial
sampling of 0.05 inches. As expected, a curved slice through the phantom produced a
two-dimensional rendered image of a "doughnut".
Figure 4. 21 Examples of filtered backprojection rendering through the symmetric cylinder
with a cylindrical zero-plug phantom using: a.) all pass, b.) Ram-Lak filters c.)Shepp-
Logan, and d.) low-pass cosine filters. Red dashed lines indicate the phantom location. Blue
line is the signal across the center of the projection. Data were interpolated to 256 points
prior to backprojection processing.
Other filters typically used with backprojection were applied to the raw projection
acquired with the zero-signal cylinder phantom. The visual effect the various filters had
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on the rendered image was remarkable as seen in Figure 4.21. In Figure 4.21a, no
filtering was used. This shows the blurring affect that the backprojection process has on
the reconstructed image. Two popular windowed versions of the || filter are the Ram-
Lak and the Shepp-Logan. Both of these filters improved the sharpness of the final
image, but enhanced the inherent noise as well. Recall that the device SNR performance
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Figure 4.22. NMR intensity signal as a function of distance in millimeters
perpendicular to the void-edge of the edge-spread phantom. See Figure 4.10 for a
description of this phantom. The blue line represents the modeled signal based on the
Gaussian-point spread function depicted in green.
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is rather poor. Due to the poor SNR performance observed with the proof-of-concept
device, a custom filter was used to create the image shown in Figure 4.20. Using filtered-
backprojection with a custom filter produced acceptable results.
4.4.3 Resolution
The edge spread technique was used to estimate the point spread function for the
proof-of-concept device. This technique had advantages over other techniques, due to
the SNR limitations with the device as well as phantom complexity. The edge-spread
phantom was relatively easy to make and provided lots of signal for easy detection with
the device. Simulated edge-spread functions were generated using the methodology
described with Equations 4.11 through 4.14, where the LSF is estimated as a Gaussian
function. The projections acquired with the edge-phantom were processed using 0.025
inch spatial sampling. The measured projection represents the ESF of the device. The
measured ESF and a simulated ESF are compared in Figure 4.22. The one-dimensional
slice of the PSF estimated for the device is shown where full-width at halfmaximum was
found to be 4 millimeters. The resolution performance was found to be reasonable for
this device. Improvements in resolution can be obtained by using a gradient localization
technique coupled with a slightly different static magnet configuration.
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4.4.4 Penetration Depth Results with 1000 Watt Host
The results achieved with our local host system established a lower bound on the
imaging parameters and set expectations for image signal quality at a shallow depth
setting of approximately eight millimeters. These imaging parameters were uploaded to
the 400 MHz, solids-equipped, Bruker spectrometer and installed as a new experiment
file on this host system.
The Gaussion RF pulses used in the spin-echo sequence were continuously
monitored in both forward and reflected modes on the 400 MHz system as shown in
Figure 4.23. Slight ringing was observed trailing the RF signals. These were reduced to
an acceptable level by varying the delay (de) used before the start of the acquisition cycle
within the receiver module.
The first experiment done with the new host was to establish similar operating
conditions established with the 300 MHz host. Given that the power attenuation was
estimated at roughly 100 Watts with the legacy host system, it was determined that
roughly 1 1 and 8 dB attenuation was needed to match power requirements for the
90
and
the 180 RF pulses respectively, on the 400 MHz system. A series of experiments were
run overnight to verify these assumptions. In this series of experiments, the attenuation
was varied from 1 1-8 dB to 15-12 dB at an increment of 0.5 dB.
As described in Section 4.3.3, the echo signal acquired was post-processed using the mc
command within xwinnmr. This command performs a magnitude calculation on the
complex time-domain echo signal. This magnitude or intensity signal was plotted in
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Figure 4.23 Oscilloscope traces obtained from testing the proof of concept device at a
Xerox research site using a 1000W host. The power was attenuated by 30dB to
approximately 100W. The device was configured with the 5 RF coil, resonating at 12.5
MHz. The efficiency of a 50 ohm impedance matched transmit/receive antenna for a
50 micro second wide Gaussian RF pulse is illustrated. The top trace corresponds to the
reflected (where energy is properly absorbed) signal. The bottom trace corresponds to
the forward (input) signal.
sequential fashion for quick and easy comparisons. It was clear that the signal amplitude
and the signal width decreased with decreasing power. Based on visual data analysis
using the graph generated with TopSpin software, it was evident that the lower bound
estimate of 11 and 8 dB would be a sufficient starting point for further experiments.
Given more time on the instrument, more testing would have been done to probe lower
attenuation settings to verify that indeed the largest signal amplitude was captured.
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Figure 4.24 Power Attenuation series with the 400 MHz system. The single cylindar
phantom filled with petroleum jelly provided the ]H source for the proof of concept device.
Phantom depth was set at an additional 3.18 mm relative to the initial (nominal) position.
Resonance was established at 12.45 MHz. Magnitude of the echo trace shown in Exp # 39
(bottom of the figure) corresponds to 6, 0 dB attenuation for the 90 and the 180 pulses
respectively. Each subsequent experiment increases the power used by 1 dB, up to 20, 14
dB for the 90 and 180 pulses used to generate the trace shown in Exp #53.
The delta-probe was modified by adding a 0.125" circular spacer between the static
magnet-stack and its base-support as was seen in Figure 4.9. The addition of this spacer
resulted in an increase of roughly 3.18 mm of depth into the single cylinder phantom. It
is well known and has been shown experimentally that flat coils exhibit a
1/r2 fall-off in
power as a function of distance (r) away from the surface. Therefore, it was anticipated
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that more power would be required to excite the resonant swath which was 3.18 mm
further away from the coil than in our prior experimental set up. Based on this rationale,
a series of experiments was designed that varied power attenuation over a larger, more
energetic range of RF pulses. Concurrently, the power range was adjusted to more
accuratelymimic the
90
and 180 pulses required to get better rotational performance
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Figure 4.25. Oscilloscope traces obtained from testing the proof of concept device at a
Xerox research site using a 400 MHz, 1000W host. The power was attenuated by ~6dB. The
device was configured with the 8 RF coil, resonating at 12.5 MHz. The efficiency of a 50
ohm impedance matched transmit/receive antenna for a 50 micro second wide Gaussian RF
pulse is illustrated. The top trace corresponds to the reflected (energy not properly absorbed)
signal showing break-through phenomenon that was observed at high potential (Voltage).
The Bottom trace corresponds to the forward (input) signal.
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with the device. This change required that the difference between the 90 and the 180
RF pulse be 6 dB. With this in mind, a 15-step experimental series was coded that varied
the power-attenuation from 6 to 20 and 0 to 14 dB for the 90 and the 180 pulses,
respectively, using a 1.0 dB increment between experiments. The series of experiments,
spanning 39 through 52, were run overnight taking roughly 14 hours of instrument time
to complete.
The complex echo data collected with these 15 or so experiments were processed
using the mc command and sequentially plotted via TopSpin software as discussed
previously. The processed results are illustrated in Figure 4.24. The sequence shows
some interesting trends starting from the top trace, corresponding to less power, and
progressing down Figure 4.24 to traces obtained from increasingly higher power.
Initially, the trend observed with the data was well-behaved and met our expectations.
However, between experiment number 48 and 47 the signal intensity was found to be
decreasing. The signal continues to decrease monotonically until experiment number 43
through 42. In this portion of the series, the intensity was observed to increase very
quickly. Two maxima observed within our experimental series were not expected.
Further investigation was prompted of the delta-probe and its signal integrity. Analysis
of the input and the reflected RF pulse traces via the LeCroy oscilloscope from the host
and our probe gave a glimmer of insight. At higher power, it was clear that the device
was experiencing some electrical arching. Given the fast cycling times and relatively
small duty cycle, visual observation of the arching phenomena was not possible. With a
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few simple changes to the pulse width and the TR time, visual confirmation of electrical
arching was achieved. Four-layers of Teflon tape were used to try to better insulate the
windings from the ground plane where arching was prominent. This small change within
the surface coil windings gave little improvement. Based upon empirical calculations, it
was determine that the surface-coil started to arc at approximately 178 Watts. This is
roughly two times the available power delivered by 300 MHz host spectrometer.
Confirmation of electrical arching with the RF pulse was also observed on the
oscilloscope. The arching effect on 8-coil's RF signal was rather dramatic and is shown
in Figure 4.25. Given the state of the probe, it was determined that further depth
experimentation would not produce useful results.
4.5 Conclusions
A proof-of-concept single sided MRI device resonating at 12.45 MHz was tested
with a 300 MHz host spectrometer. The device was configured with a petroleum jelly
filled single cylinder phantom with a minimal depth of penetration established by an
8mm air gap between the coil and the top of the static magnet. Q was measured for the
device RF coil (8 version) and was found to be approximately 43. Signal acquisition
parameters were optimized for a spin-echo sequence. With the optimized sequence, the
signal-to-noise ratio was determined using the single-cylinder phantom. The SNR from a
spin-echo signal consisting of 512 averages was found to be approximately 8:1. Recall
that the magnitude from one spin-echo is used to predict a single intensity point on a
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given projection. Several projections were acquired from two radially symmetric and
two non-radially symmetric phantom targets using the device. In the former case, full
two-dimensional filtered backprojection images where constructed. Several classical
filters were used in the backprojection process, giving poor results due to noise
enhancement. Optimum imaging results were achieved using a custom filter, possessing
a low pass, and DC-block frequency response. The asymmetric phantoms were studied
in the latter case. Projection data were measured at several rotation angles and compared
to ideal projections obtained from a computer simulation. The edge spread phantom was
imaged with the device for one rotation at the finest stepping possible with the current
mechanical design. At 0.025 of inch per step, the PSF was estimated to be approximately
4 millimeters at full width half maximum (FWHM). Overall acceptable imaging and
projection performance was obtained with the probe positioned at the lower depth setting,
operating with its optimized acquisition parameters.
A 400 MHz solid-state capable spectrometer was found that met the power
requirements needed to perform a penetration depth study. Several days of instrument
time were scheduled. Baseline operating conditions established with the 300 MHz
Bruker instrument were duplicated on a 400 MHz solids-equipped Bruker. The proof-of-
concept device behaved as expected at low power settings. Initial depth experiments
using the new host gave results that indicated that the device's coil windings needed
some additional insulation. It was clear that the new host had excess power capacity to
achieve penetration depths on the order of one centimeter.
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Summary
The focus of this research was on the application of NMR spectroscopy and
imaging principles to design a system to produce images of a sample placed adjacent to
it. The long-term goal was and continues to be to image at distances of meters from the
device. However, our short-term results proved that imaging at distances of a centimeter
away from the device was possible and meet the image quality requirements necessitated
by many geophysical situations. Within the Introduction Section of this thesis, three
questions were outlined that needed to be answered before near-surface MRI could be
deemed feasible. Three stand-alone, but related, investigations were completed with the
intent of answering these questions, each being addressed in Chapters 2 through 4. Field
measurements of BEarth were carried out in Chapter 2 and Laboratory-based relaxation
studies of synthetic and naturally occurring sands was featured in Chapter 3. Chapter 4
focused on the development of a proof-of-concept, near-surface magnetic resonance
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imaging device. All three studies proved to be insightful in developing our understanding
of the signal-space that a viable surface instrument would have to operate within for
practical use.
5.1 Conclusions based on the BEarth Study
Several factors will limit the image quality from a near-surface MRI system.
Based on the observed values for BEarth and 6inci from our test site, the variation in
magnitude and direction of the static field will have a profound effect on the complexity
of the MRI apparatus. This complexity pertains to the orientation demands that a
proposed device must meet so that applied magnetic field gradients and excitation RF
fields, (Bi), obtain the perpendicularity requirement necessary for imaging. Assuming
that this problem can be overcome, statistical trends observed with magnetic susceptiblity
intrinsic to soils is the next significant limiting factor. Slice-selection decisions can take
into account this globally observed trend of higher surface Xm as compared to
susceptibilities seen beyond 2 meters in depth. Upon inspection of Figure 2.6, the trend
for the first 2 meters of depth can be approximated as a naturally occurring gradient. It is
asserted that slice selection could be conducted in this sub-region without application of
an external gradient. For depths greater then two meters, an external slice-selection
gradient would be required. Furthermore, by installing a priori limits for the slice
selection frequencies to emphasize the higher frequencies, specificity in the region from
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two meters to seven or more meters can be achieved. Overall specificity performance
using Bearth would be improved simply by applying these two approaches in their
respective surface depth regimes.
All locations on the surface of the Earth will not have the same spatial
inhomogeneities in BEarth immediately beneath the surface as the one in our study. There
may be sites where the background and random variation in BEarth are less than at our site,
but there may also be others with a greater variation. Based on the fields measured at our
site, MRI using BEarth alone produces images where CNRxm performance is fair for some
soils. Increasing B0 by the application of an external static magnetic field offers some
improvement in CNRzm signal quality, however, optimization of spin-echo timing
parameters would provide a more cost effective means of achieving improved CNRxm
performance. Moreover, SNRxm performance would directly benefit from use of a larger
static field. Specifying the requirement that BAppiied > BEarth for a proposed near-surface
MRI system would ensure robustness and larger signal latitude that would be anticipated
at sites where there is greater random variation in BEarth compared to our test site.
5.2 FutureWork using BEarth Data
In Section 2.4, Results and Discussion, the concept of developing a two-
dimensional model was introduced. A two dimensional model would be useful to
visualize the resolution performance of a proposed device as well as to visualize imaging
artifacts such as spatial distortion. The magnetic field data collected at the research site
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could be used to generate a spatial susceptibility map within this model all applied linear
gradients effects as they penetrate through the ground. Input for such a model could be a
fixed-valued spin-density grid pattern where the grid lines are isotropic. One plane could
be used to model both the horizontal and vertical directions. Recall that the vertical
direction would have contributions from both ^Bkgnd and ;jfmRand susceptibility
components, while the horizontal would be affected by2m Rand only. One-axis of the
plane would be frequency encoded and the other phase encoded. Either gradient could be
fixed, and the other varied from 5x1 0"7 Tesla to some higher level, for example.
Similarly, the BAppiied field could be increased by an order of magnitude or so above
BEarth- Moreover, assumptions about the RF coil Q would have to be specified so that
proper constrains on the upper limit for the signal bandwidth can be taken into account.
Coding and testing of the 2-D simulator is currently under way.
5.3 Conclusions based on the Synthetic Sands Study
In Chapter 3, all relaxation rates were found to be nearly mono-exponential,
supporting the following two points. First, diffusion of water molecules between
different environments within a pore in the synthetic sands occurs at a rate faster than the
NMR timescale. Second, coupling or diffusion between the voids is strong or fast, or all
the voids are similar. At a given B0 and temperature, log(Ri) and log(R2) are linear with
respect to log(d) for d < 1 mm. At d > 1 mm the Ri and R2 values are constant at their
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respective values for bulk water. R\ values appear linear with respect to log(B0).
According to NMR relaxation theory, R2 values should behave similarly, although no
data were acquired to experimentally show this.
For mono-dispersed spherical sands, the overall spin-density is expected to be
approximately constant at all particle diameters. The value of the overall spin density is
expected to equal the porosity. Although not shown experimentally, it can be speculated
that in simple bimodal particle distributions where the smaller particle diameter is much
less than the size of the voids between the larger particles, the small particles should fill
the voids between the larger particles with RCP. Under these conditions, it is expected
that the Ri and R2 values will tend to be governed by the water environment surrounding
the smaller particles.
The relative NMR signal strength from the water in fully-hydrated, monodispersed,
nonparamagnetic, rounded-sands is predictable knowing the B0 and particle diameter. A
long TR, short TE is preferable to generate images where the contrast signal is dominated
by the spin density.
5.4 Future Work with Sands
Further research extending this topic to include naturally occurring whole-grain
sands has been initiated. Several foundry grade sand suppliers will need to be contacted
and their respective bulk-sand products will have to be sieved and washed prior to
analysis. After preparation work of these sands has been completed, relaxation studies
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can begin using the 300 MHz Bruker spectrometer. Further work is anticipated in the
area of sample preparation, including the refinement of the current sieving process used
to classify sands into narrowly defined poly-dispersed distributions. Measurement
methods to access the actual particle size distributions need to be defined and the
appropriate instruments need to be identified.
5.5 Conclusions Based on the Device Studies
A proof-of-concept single sided MRI device resonating at 12.45 MHz was tested
with a 300 MHz host spectrometer. The device was configured with several phantoms
with a minimal depth of penetration established by an 8mm air gap between the coil and
the top of the static magnet. Q was measured for the device RF coil (8 version) and was
found to be approximately 43. Signal acquisition parameters were optimized for a spin-
echo sequence. With the optimized sequence, the signal-to-noise ratio was determined
using the single-cylinder phantom. The SNR from a spin-echo signal consisting of 512
averages was found to be approximately 8:1. Recall from Chapter 4, that the magnitude
from one temporally-averaged spin-echo is used to predict a single intensity point on a
given projection. Several projections were acquired from two-radially symmetric and
two-non radially symmetric phantom targets using the device. In the former case, full
two-dimensional filtered-backprojection images were constructed. Several classical
filters were used in the backprojection process, giving poor results due to noise
enhancement. Optimum imaging results were achieved using a custom filter, possessing
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a low-pass and DC-block frequency response. The asymmetric phantoms were studied
using the custom filter. Projection data were measured with the asymmetric phantoms at
several rotation angles and compared to ideal projections obtained from a computer
simulation. The edge-spread phantom was imaged with the device for one rotation at the
finest stepping possible with the current mechanical design. At 0.025 of inch per step,
the PSF was estimated to be approximately 4 millimeters for full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM). Overall acceptable imaging and projection performance was obtained with
the probe positioned at the lower depth setting, operating with its optimized acquisition
parameters.
A 400 MHz solid-state capable spectrometer was found that met the power
requirements needed to perform a penetration depth study. Baseline operating conditions
established with the 300 MHz Bruker instrument were duplicated on a 400 MHz solids
equipped Bruker. The proof-of-concept device behaved as expected at low power
settings. Initial depth-experiments using the new host gave results that indicated that the
device's coil windings needed some additional insulation. It was clear that the new host
had excess power capacity to achieve penetration depths on the order of one centimeter.
5.6 FutureWork with the Surface Coil
Future work will include using higher gauge copper wire with better insulation in
our current d-coil geometry. Other geometries will be investigated using large-scale
lithography methods for fabrication. To improve SNR, a new pulse sequence will be
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investigated that will allow for multi-echo acquisitions within one TR. Resolution
improvements will be gained by using gradient fields to partition the data, as compared to
the mechanical approach used in this treatment.
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Appencfx
Ra and R2Acquisitions on a BrukerDRX-300
The information provided in this Appendix pertains to the design of spin-lattice
(Ri) and spin-spin (R2) relaxation rate experiments on a Bruker 300 MHz spectrometer
using xwinnmr software ver. 2.6. Included in this Appendix are basic guidelines that
were used to acquire inversion recovery (IR) data for estimating spin-lattice relaxation
rates and Carr-Purcell Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) spin-echo data for estimating spin-spin
relation rates. In both cases, points making up the magnetization decay and growth
curves were collected in a logarithmic fashion or as close as possible given the
constraints of the instrumentation and the pulse programming environment. The reader is
reminded of the inverse relationship between Rj in and Ti in seconds. These
terms will be used throughout this appendix.
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A.l Ri Acquisitions
There are many types of spin-lattice relaxation (Ri) pulse sequences. The
particular pulse sequence that we have used in our work is called an inversion recovery
(IR) sequence. The simplified signal equation that describes the net magnetization growth
behavior of a given spin system is given as:
S(T, ) = C M0 Pi (1 - 2e~T'R" ) Eqn. A. 1
i
This equation shows that the recorded signal (S) is proportional to the static field for your
experiment (M0), and is governed by a sum of decreasing exponential functions scaled by
the spin density for a given water environment, i. The negative exponent is the product
of Ti and Rn . Recall that the spin-lattice relaxation observed within a given water
environment will depend on the magnetic surroundings. A simple magnetization growth
curve is shown in Figure A.l for the case of a single water environment of known Ri. It
is important to point out that the output signal starts at -M0 at t - 0 and approaches M0
for t > 57j periods. NOTE: If experimental results do not show this characteristic
symmetry, then one or more experimental parameters need to be optimized. For our
work with aqueous systems, we needed to have our entire sample contained within the
maximum height of the RF receiving coil of our probe. This limited our sample height to
be within 1 to 1.5 centimeters. Positioning of the NMR tube within the magnet was also
critical to match the expected relaxation behavior shown in Figure A.l. An excellent
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reference on sample preparation is a book entitled, "Modern NMR Techniques for
Chemistry Research " written by Andrew Derome (1987).
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Figure A.1 A typical inversion recovery relaxation curve for one component
with Ri equal to 0.3333 seconds _1. Notice the symmetry between +/- M0 and the
asymptotic behavior at t near 15 seconds.
In the xwinnmr environment, a pulse program is required to step through all the
repetitions of the RF pulses and acquisition pulses needed for the inversion recovery
sequence. It is highly recommended that the user have a basic understanding of the pulse
programming language. See the Bruker Reference
Guide for details. Many data
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acquisitions are needed to get the resulting curve shown in Figure A.l. For our work,
128 acquisitions were acquired. As mentioned earlier, finer time sampling the Ri
relaxation curve is done in the area of fastest transition, so as to record all pertinent
temporal information in that region. An example of inversion recovery-pulse program is
shown in Figure A.2.
;tlir
; avance-version
;T1 measurement using inversion recovery
#inc"lude <Avance. incl>
;;"p2=pl*2"
; ;
"dll=30m"
1 ze
2 dl
p2 phi
vd
pi ph2
qo=2 ph31
all wr #0 if #0 ivd
To to 1 times 14
exit
phl=0 2
ph2=0 0 2 2 113 3
ph31=0 0 2 2 113 3
pll : fl channel - power level for pulse (default)
pi : fl channel - 90 degree high power pulse
p2 : fl channel - 180 degree high power pulse
dl : relaxation delay; 1-5 * TI
dll: delay for disk I/O [30 msec]
vd : variable delay, taken from vd-list
14: 14 = number of experiments = number of
delays in vd-list
ns: 8 * n
DS: 4
tdl: number of experiments
define vdlist
this pulse program produces a ser-file that is 2D
(PARMOD = 2D)
Figure A.2 Code listing for the "tlir" pulse program with xwinnmr
v2.6. The pulse widths for the 180 (P2) and the 90 (PI) were 9.75 and
19.5 microseconds respectively. For both pulses, the power level (Pll,
P12) was held constant at -3 dB. The vd command references a
predefined variable delav Droaram stored in the ~lists/vd sub directory.
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Within the IR pulse program, R, acquisitions are controlled by the variable delay
(vd) list that is created by the researcher. This list of acquisition delay times, in units of
seconds with micro-second precision, can be created with an Excel-spreadsheet
program. This list establishes the time basis for all the acquisitions recorded within the IR
experiment and is used to create the time axis for the Ti plot generated within the
Analysis subprogram used in the xwinnmr environment. Once the variable delay or vd
list is created, the file needs to be incorporated into the xwinnmr environment. All vd
lists reside in a directory on the UNIX host communicating with the Bruker instrument.
The path is defined as /xw2. 6/exp/stan/nmr/lists/vd.
Once the list has been created (off-line) and transferred to the proper directory
within the UNIX environment (FTP or other secure transfer protocol), a check should be
done on the file to ensure its integrity. Using the standard editor on all UNIX-based
systems called vi, this verification can be completed quickly. It is important that the
number of entries in this table correspond to the number of acquisitions being recorded.
Example commands for vi can be found using the man pages on the UNIX host or by
looking over the exhaustive list provided with the following link.
http://www.chem.brown.edu/instructions/vi.html
The time delays recorded in the vdfilename that you have selected should be
single-spaced and left-justified in a single column. Mixed-precision format is fine and
readily accepted by the pulse program.
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A.2 The IR pulse sequence
The particular pulse sequence that we have used in our Ri work is an inversion
recovery sequence. This sequence consists of a
180 RF pulse, followed by a inversion
time (Ti) delay that is stored in the vd file as described in the prior section. A 90 RF
pulse is applied and the transverse magnetization signal is acquired after the Tr delay.
After a reasonably long recycle time, (TRe) of -15 seconds, the next point collected. This
sequence of TRe-180o-Ti-90-Acq pulse-delays is continued until all the Ti's stored in the
vd list have been exhausted. The idea behind the pulsing scheme is to flip the net
magnetization down to the -Z axis with the application of a 180 pulse. The Tr delay
allows for some amount of magnetization to undergo spin-lattice relaxation toward its
equilibrium position along the +Z axis. Before complete equilibrium is reached, a
90
pulse is applied, which rotates the longitudinal magnetization into the transverse (XY)
plane. At the point that the magnetization is present in the XY plane, it begins to precess
about the Z axis while relaxing, giving rise to a free induction decay (FID) signal. The
signal is recorded. After a recycle delay, the entire sequence is played over again using a
new Ti time retrieved from the vd list. In our IR experiments, we collected 128 points
with an approximate acquisition time of 4.5 hours per hydrated sand sample. In the post
processing steps taken after the acquisition, the integral of the contributing 128 signals
are taken and resulting area data are recorded along with the appropriate Ti time. These
points are used to reconstruct an exponential growth curve. To properly estimate the R]
rate for each curve, a regularized inverse Laplace algorithm (CONTIN) is used.
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However, CONTIN can only fit a distribution of decaying exponentials. To transform
the growth curve into a decay curve, additional processing of the input data consisting of
a scale by a - lA plus and offset of V% + 8 is used.
A.3 T2 Acquisitions
To estimate an accurate spin-spin relaxation (T2) of a given material, a carefully
designed pulse sequence is needed in order to reduce relaxation due to inhomogenity of
the magnetic fields in the observing instrument. This instrument related component of
the spin-spin relaxation is called T2inst and must be cleverly defeated to properly observe
the molecular T2 which is of importance to this work. The relationship between the
molecular and inhomogeneous components making up the observed spin-spin relaxation
time, T2* is shown in Equation A.2.
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- - = H Eqn. A.2
T T T
The simplified signal equation describing the transverse magnetization decay
behavior is given as
S(TE ) = C M (e~T^ ) Eqn. A.3
This equation shows that the recorded signal (S) is proportional to the transverse
magnetization (Mxy), and is governed by a decreasing exponential function of time scaled
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by I/T2 which is given as R2 . This relationship is shown in Figure A.3, where Mxy is the
sample's transverse magnetization at equilibrium and can be set equal to the prefix
established in Equation A.3. It is important to point out that the output signal starts at
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Figure A.3 A typical magnetization decay curve for one component with Ri equal to 0.40
seconds
'
. Notice the curve has an initial point at M0 and the asymptotic behavior tending
towards zero at t equal to -15 seconds.
Mxy at t = 0 and approaches 0 for t > 5TX periods. NOTE: If experimental results do not
show a decaying curve asymptotic to zero at roughly 5Ti, then one or more experimental
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parameters need to be optimized. For our work with aqueous systems, we needed to have
our entire sample contained within the maximum-height of the RF receiving coil of our
probe. This limited our sample height to be within 1 to 1 .5 centimeters. Positioning of
the NMR tube within the magnet was also critical to match the expected relaxation
behavior shown in Figure A.3.
In the xwinnmr environment, a pulse program is required to step through all the
repetitions of the RF pulses and acquisition pulses needed for the CPMG sequence. It is
highly recommended that the user have a basic understanding of the pulse programming
language. See the Bruker Reference Guide for details. Many data acquisitions are
needed to get the resulting curve shown in Figure A.3. For our work, over 150 sample-
points were required to properly construct the magnetization decay curve. As mentioned
earlier, finer time sampling the R2 relaxation curve is done in the area of fastest
transition, so as to record all pertinent temporal information in that region. An example
ofCPMG pulse program is shown in Figure A.4.
Two index tables are required by the CPMG pulse program. The first table is the
variable counter (vc) table and the second is the variable delay (vd) table. The first table
controls the number of
180
pulses that are cycled during a specific acquisition. The
Bruker manual requires that the vc value be an even-multiple of pulses in order to
achieve better rotational performance (phase cycling). The number of vc entries must
match the total number of data acquisitions needed for the experiment (see parameter L
in the Edit Parameter, epa, screen). Similar to inversion recovery, the temporal sampling
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adheres to a quasi-logarithmic sampling. The vc values are recorded in the vc list as an
integer with forgiving formatting. In our research, we used left-justified formatting with
values as high as that declared by unsigned 16-bit integer.
cpmg
avance-version
T2 measurement using carr-Purcell Meiboom-Gill
sequence
#include <Avance. incl>
1 ze
2 dl
pi phi
3 d20
p2 ph2
d20
lo to 3 times c
go=2 ph31
dll wr #0 if #0 ivc
lo to 1 times 14
exit
phl=0 0 2 2 113 3
ph2=l 3 13 0 2 0 2
ph31=0 0 2 2 113 3
pll: fl channel
pi : fl channel
p2 : fl channel
dl : relaxation
dll: delay for
d20: fixed echo
diffusion
vc : variable 1
14 : 14 = numbe
in vc-list
MS : 8 * n
DS : 16
tdl : number of
define vclist
this pulse progr
(PARMOD = 2D
d20 : d20 should
vc : vc should
for cancel
- power level for pulse (default)
- 90 degree high power pulse
- 180 degree high power pulse
delay; 1-5 * TI
disk i/o [30 msec]
time to allow elimination of
and 3 -mod. effects
oop counter, taken from vc-list
:r of experiments = number of values
experiments
am produces a ser-file that is 2D
)
be << 1/3 ,but > (50 * P2)
contain even numbers to provide
lation of 180 degree pulse errors
Figure A.4 Code listing for the CPMG pulse program within
xwinnrm v2.6. The pulse widths for the 180 (P2) and the 90 (PI) were
9.75 and 19.5 microseconds, respectively. The power level (PL1, PL2)
was held constant at -3 dB, for both pulses.
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The vd list parallels the vc list, having the same number of entries with each entry
being an accurate floating point time scale for each acquisition value. The time values
were calculated from an Excel spread sheet, based on timing values recorded from the
pulsdisp program within xwinnmr v2.6. A simple mathematical equation was
determined using the vc value as the independent-variable along with the input of the RF
pulse widths, xcp, and various phasing and pulse timing overhead given in the pulsdisp
program. Recall from an earlier chapter, that we ran our entire collection of synthetic
samples at two xcp settings, 25 microseconds and 100 microseconds, respectively. The
resulting estimates for T2 where found to be similar. Once the variable counter (vc) and
the variable delay (vd) lists are created, the files need to be incorporated into the
xwinnmr environment. The vc file needs to be placed into the
/xw2.6/exp/stan/nmr/lists/vc subdirectory of the UNIX host. Similarly, the vd list is
placed into the /xw2' .6/exp/stan/nmr/lists/vd subdirectory.
When the lists have been created (off-line) and transferred to the proper
directories within the UNIX environment (FTP or other secure file transfer protocol), a
check should be done both files to ensure their integrity. Using the standard editor on all
UNIX-based systems called vi, this verification can be completed quickly. It is important
that the number of entries in both tables correspond to each other and to the number of
acquisitions being recorded (check the L parameter within eda).
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The time delays recorded in the vd file that you have selected should be single-
spaced and left-justified in a single column. Mixed precision format is fine and readily
accepted by the pulse program.
A.4 The CPMG pulse sequence
The particular pulse sequence that we have used in our work is a Bruker
incarnation of the Carr-Purcell Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) sequence. This sequence consists
of a
90 RF pulse, followed by a series of
180
pulses of a particular phase. Each
180
pulse is followed by a time delay which is a multiple of Te at which an echo signal
reaches a maximum. With the CPMG sequence, phase-cycling is a key component in
reducing the accumulation of rotational error that can occur when applying a train of 1
80
pulses. The code used for all of our T2 estimations is shown in Figure A.4. The CPMG
pulse experiment records a 2 dimensional ensemble of the decaying portion of the echo
signal. In our experiments, we collected -150 points with an approximate acquisition
time of 5.5 hours per hydrated sand sample. In the post-processing steps taken after the
acquisition, the integral of the contributing 150 signals are taken and resulting area data
are recorded along with the appropriate TE time. These points are used to reconstruct a
decay-curve and the T2 parameter is estimated using CONTIN, a regularized inverse
Laplacian algorithm.
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Appencfx
Notation
B
tjApplied
B0
Bi
BlApplied
BEarth
Br
BRand
Bekgnd
BWP
BWcoil
C
c
CNRXm
%m
hmBkgnd
thmRand
d
d'
deuik
df
changing magnetic flux
applied static magnetic field
static magnetic field in the NMR experiment
oscillating RF magnetic field
applied RF magnetic field
Earth's magnetic field
magnetic remanence
random spatial variation BEarth
layered variation in BEarth due to surface and strata boundary effects
frequency bandwidth of the RF pulse
bandwidth of the RF coil
a symbol used to define a scaling or proportionality constant
capacitance in pico-Farads
contrast to noise ratio considering noise contributions from oBo only
magnetic susceptibility
magnetic susceptibility due to surface and strata boundary effects
- magnetic susceptibility from random spatial variations
particle diameter
a pure index of stimulus detectability (CNR)
particle diameter where bulk water relaxation dominates
distance in the frequency encoding direction
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distance in the phase encoding direction
the basis for natural logarithms
edge spread function
fraction contributed by a given spin species
Fourier transform operator
one-dimensional Fourier transform operator
Face-centered-cubic
field ofview in the phase encoding direction
field ofview in the frequency encoding direction
sampling frequency
slice selection gradient in B0
phase encoding gradient in B0
maximum value of the phase encoding
frequency encoding gradients in B0
gradient in B0 along i = x, y, or z
applied gradient in B0 along i = x, y, or z
gyromagnetic ratio for the nucleus
Planck's constants
horizontal
externally applied field
ideal filter for backprojection reconstruction
windowed filter for backprojection reconstruction
hydrogen nucleus comprised of one proton
a specific water environment
Boltzmann constant
Rose limit for signal detectability (SNR)
inductance in Henries
Line-spread function
netmagnetization
value ofM at equilibrium
number of conductor-turns making up a simple coil
background signal or noise source used in signal detection theory
number of spins aligned with B0
number of spins opposed to B0
number ofphase encoding steps
number of frequency encoding steps
nuclear overhauser effect
Larmor resonance frequency
bulk porosity
projection intensity as a function of 0 and 5.
backprojection operator
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Q RF coil quality factor
R bulk packing ratio
RF radio frequency
Ru spin-lattice relaxation rate of the z'-th water environment
R21 spin-spin relaxation rate of the z'-th water environment
p spin density
s distance from the origin
S - NMR signal
SN signal plus background source used in signal detection theory
SNRxm Signal to noise ratio considering noise contributions from ob0 only
o ~ standard deviation of the observed noise
obo standard deviation in the observed static field
on standard deviation of the observed background used in signal detection
x the time duration of the pulsed Bi field
TCP Carr-Purcell spacing in units of seconds
t^ length of the phase encoding gradient pulse in seconds
Xf length of the phase encoding gradient pulse in seconds
T absolute temperature
Te echo times for the spin echo sequence
Ti ~ inversion time for the inversion recovery sequence
TR repetition times for the spin echo sequence
Ti spin-lattice relaxation time
T2 spin-spin relaxation time
Thk slice thickness
0 rotation angle
Gfod - angle of inclination of the Earth's magnetic field
V vertical
W band-limiting window function
Xm ~ X direction in the MR coordinate system
Ym Y direction in the MR coordinate system
Zm - Z direction in the MR coordinate system where B0 aligned
X'm - X direction in the MR rotating frame of reference
Y'm - Y direction in the MR rotating frame of reference
Xg - X direction in the geographic coordinate system
Yg - Y direction in the geographic coordinate system
Zg ~ Z direction in the geographic coordinate system
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Appencfx
Glossary
Bound water pertains to the characteristics of water that is in physical contact with a
material (electrically adsorbed to the surface by electrostatic forces).
Bulk water pertains to the characteristics of water that is not in contact with any other
material.
CONTIN is a regularized inverse Laplace algorithm used to predict the parameters for an
ensemble of decaying exponential functions.
Contrast is the difference in signal intensity of two regions in an image with different
properties.
Declination angle is the difference between true (geographic) North and magnetic North.
Diurnal compensation is needed to account for spurious fluctuations in magnetic field
measurements caused by external influences, such as sun spot activity.
d-prime (d') is a unbiased index of signal detectability that is used to generate a series of
receiver operating characteristic curves.
Echo is a magnetic resonance signal obtained from a refocusing of the transverse
magnetization.
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Echo Time (TE) is the time in a spin-echo sequence between the 90 RF pulse and the
maximum in the echo signal.
Edge-spread function (ESF) is a term which is commonly used to assess the spatial
resolution of an imaging system.
Electrolyte is a nonmetallic conductor of electricity in which current is carried by
moving ions.
Face center cubic (FCC) packing is the most efficient packing possible with a total of
12 contacts (neighbors) within a unit cell. The filled volume fraction is -0.74. The FCC
packing efficiency is equivalent to hexagonal close packing that uses a similar packing
system where spheres are stacked into layers centered on hollow sites.
Free induction decay (FID) is the MR signal obtained from the decay of the transverse
magnetization.
Filtered Backprojection is a linear reconstruction technique that takes pre-filtered
projection data detected at various angles (0) through an object, and for each 0, smears
the projection intensity back through its original path. The final result is a reconstructed
2-dimensional image representing the original object.
Full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) is the width of an NMR spectral peak (typically
in Hz) or a point-spread function (typically in millimeters) for a spatial-imaging system.
GPR or ground penetrating radar, is a predominate near surface imaging modality used
for imaging underground from depths of several centimeters to approximately five
meters.
Ground truth is a general term used for physical measurements obtained from real field
locations.
Gyromagnetic Ratio is a constant for a specific nucleus that relates the nuclear magnetic
resonance frequency and the strength of an external magnetic field. In this thesis, the
units for y are in [MHz / Tesla].
Inclination angle is the angle where the magnetic field lines intersect the surface of the
earth. The angle ranges from 0 at the equator to 90 at the magnetic poles.
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Inversion Recovery Sequence is an NMR pulse sequence that results in signal
proportional to the longitudinal magnetization present after the application of a 180
inversion RF pulse.
Inversion Time (Ti) is the time between the inversion pulse and the sampling pulses
within an inversion recovery sequence.
A: is a separation metric described by Alfred Rose and when set to 5 establishes the Rose
limit for signal detectability. k equals the number of standard deviations of separation
between the noise distribution and the signal plus noise distribution.
Larmor Frequency is the resonance frequency of a spin in a magnetic field. This
frequency is the rate of wobble or precession of a spin packet in a magnetic field. It is
also the fundamental frequency that will cause a transition between two spin energy
levels of a nucleus.
Longitudinal magnetization is the Z component of the magnetization.
Line-spread function (LSF) is related to the ESF. The one-dimensional profile of the
line-spread function is related to the central slice of the PSF.
Magnetic Resonance Sounding (MRS) is a water surveying technique, based on NMR,
that uses the earth's magnetic field for B0. An excitation pulse is generated with a 50 to
150 meter diameter conductor placed on the surface of the ground. The same conductor
is used to both transmit and receive RF energy. The MRS technique uses an inversion
method to decode the received RF signal to determine its amplitude, decay time (T2*),
and phase. To vary the depth of the signal penetration, the entire MRS process is
repeated using higher power levels.
Magnetic Susceptibility is a physical characteristic ofmatter that defines the ability of a
material to become magnetized.
Magnetization (net magnetization vector) is a vector representing the sum of the
magnetization from a spin system.
Milliequivalent per liter (mEq/L) is an expression of individual ion concentration
which reflects the capacity of the ions to react with one another. The conversion from this
designation to parts per million (PPM) for a given ion is a simple scaler related to the
element's atomic weight.
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MSL is an abbreviation for mean sea level. This is a reference used for all topographical
maps.
Monodispersity is used to describe a collection of equal-sized objects.
Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE) is a MR signal amplification technique used to
achieve an increased sensitivity over traditional methods by several orders ofmagnitude.
Permeability is a physical characteristic ofmatter that defines the ability of a material to
carry magnetic fields as compared to air which has a permeability of one. It is quantity
that defines the tendency of a material to concentrate the imaginary magnetic field lines.
Phase cycling is when the RF pulse rotational direction is switched from
180
to
about the Z axis in the transverse plane. This is typically done in pulse programs so as to
reduce rotational errors with imperfect instrumentation.
Porosity is the total void fraction of a volume of porous medium consisting of pore
space. The remaining volume is attributed to the matrix space.
Projections are line integrated intensity measurements acquired from a specific slice of
an object containing signal bearing-nuclei. A slice or surface is a localized collection of
spins that have been externally stimulated to an excited state. During relaxation, the
accumulation ofMR signal for a given trace through this slice is detected at a specific
angle (0). A collection of these integrated intensities as a function of 0, are called
projections.
Proof ofConcept (PC) is a term used for the earliest investigations of an idea, device, or
algorithm, within the product development cycle. Prototype is another common term used
to describe a more mature state of the device or concept, and occurs much later in the
development.
PSF is the point spread function or the transfer-function of an imaging system. Features
about the PSF, such as FWHM, are common metrics for system resolution performance.
Pulse sequence is a collection of RF pulses, timing delays, phase, gradient, and
acquisition cycles for the stimulation of a spin system and the recording of its relaxation
response.
Quality factor (Q) is a time domain unit-less figure of merit for quality often used with
radio frequency transmit/receive antennas. Q is defined as the ratio of the resonant
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frequency divided by the full-width half maximum (FWHM) pass band or bandwidth
(BW).
Random close packing (RCP) is a realistic upper limit packing efficiency that can be
achieved by shaking collections of spherical particles.
Repetition Time is the time between repeated basic sequence components of the imaging
sequence.
Resonance is the coupling or energy exchange between two systems at a specific
frequency.
RF Pulse is a short durational burst ofEM energy which has a specific shape and is used
to excite a spin system
RMS is abbreviation for root mean square. It is the square root of the average of the sum
of squared observations.
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) embodies, in a single graph, the overall
decision making performance based on the location of the decision criterion and the
separation distance d' between the noise distribution and the signal-plus-noise
distribution. ROC curves are based on signal detection theory and have been validated
with psychophysical experiments.
p-Weighted Image is an MR image where the contrast is largely dependent on the spin
density.
Spin is a fundamental property of matter responsible for magnetic resonance. The ]H
nucleus has a spin of '/>.
Spin density is the concentration of spins in a given volume.
Spin echo in an MR pulse sequence whose signal is an echo resulting from the
refocusing of the transverse magnetization after sequential application of a 90 and 180
RF pulses.
Spin-lattice Relaxation is the process whereby the longitudinal magnetization returns to
its equilibrium position aligned with the Z axis.
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Spin-lattice Relaxation Time (Ti): The duration needed to reduce the difference
between the longitudinal magnetization and its equilibrium magnetization by a factor of e
(2.718).
Spin-spin Relaxation is the process whereby the transverse magnetization returns to its
equilibrium of zero due to complete dephasing of the magnetization.
Spin-spin Relaxation Time (T2): The duration needed to reduce the transverse
magnetization magnitude by a factor of e (2.718).
Tomographic is an image of a slice through an object of finite thickness.
Transverse Magnetization is the XY component of the net magnetization in a
coordinate system where an external magnetic field is applied along +Z.
TSD is an abbreviation for theory of signal detection.
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